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The Official Organ of the

San Francisco Cacophony Society

The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered networic

of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences

beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are that

fringe element which is always near the edge of reason.

You may already be a member!

This newsletter is your keyfor subverting old

realities and creating new ones!

PRE ZONE BRIEFING AND INSPIRATIONAL FILM FEST
Friday - January 1 1 th 800 pm

2066 30th Ave., between Pacheco & Quintara, SF

To prepare for our descent into the Zone (see event write-up

further in this draft), we will gather to watch inspirational films,

review documentation from past Zone trips and discuss logistics.

You need not attend this briefing if you are planning to go to the

Zone - and you are welcome to join even if you cannot descend on

this Zone trip. (Past Zone travelers encouraged to come with tales

of survival).

Bring: Guacamole, Citrus Fruit, Sushi, Perrier, and

a six of Brew 102 (among other things).

INFO: Nancy 681-3189

POST-HOLLYDAZE PUB-CRAWL
Saturday - January 1 2th

7:30 pm. Penny Farthing Pub

679 Sutter, San Francisco

Emperor Norton rings in The New Year with his Post-Hollydaze

Pub-Crawl— where we saunter from pub to pub— sampling the

finest brews from The City's gleaming fortresses ofQuaffery!

Wear comfortable clothes and walking shoes. Look for a man
wearing a black overcoat and white carnation. See you there!

RESURRECTING EMPEROR NORTON
Sunday - January 13th

Meet: 10:30 AM - 7th Ave. @ Lincoln Way (Car

Pooling) or anytime after@ Molloys Spring

Tavem 1655 Mission Rd., So. S.F.

(415) 755-9545

We will attend festivities in honor of the late Emperor of

California, Protector of Mexico, etc. . . organized by the local

chapter ofE CLAMPUS VITUS. The "CLAMPERS" as they are

known, are a fraternal/benevolent order formed in the last century

for the benefit of the families of deceased miners and others in

need. Each year they sponsor a celebration at Molloys Spring

Tavem in South San Francisco. The days activities include:

Hoisting a few at Molloys, a proclamation at City Hall, Hoisting a

few over Nortons grave in nearby Colma, a return to Molloys for

more hoisting.

A crab bake dinner ($25 per person) is offered to those who wish

by pre-registering with E CLAMPUS VITUS (call Molloys for

info). The festivities are free for those not eating but we
recommend bringing cash for the bar. Come in your best Imperial

garb, Victorian wear or gold rush apparel. Carpooling to Molloys
is encouraged. Volunteers for Designated Driver may call

Sebastian for co-ordination.

INFO: Sebastian Melmoth 566-3301

Charlie Sweeney 241-9402

THE CHURCH OF THE MICROWAVE POODLE - PLAN-
NING MEETING
Monday - January 14th 7:30 pm

Edinburgh Castle Pub - Geary between Larkin & Polk

Do you think the poodle represents the epitome of beauty in

American Culture, and is worthy of being worshipp)ed? Do you

see the Microwave Oven as the altar of modem technological

achievement? Then this might be a religion for you! I need folks
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to help in bringing the performance piece to life. People with

theatrical, multi-media, and graphic arts experience especially

needed.

INFO: Jeffery Spaulding 564-5047

DESCENT INTO THE ZONE (part V)

Friday - Monday, January 18-21 (MLK Birthday)

Leave 8:30 friday night - return ?

Once again our crack research team dares to venture into the Dark

Seamy Underbelly of the American Soul known to most as Los

Angeles - The City of the Angels. We leave friday night in rented

vans and proceed to enter the ZONE, where, in the spirit of surreal

tourism, we will trace the footstqjs of long dead private eyes in

empty downtown office buildings, toast Houdini's ghost in the

ruins of his Hollywood mansion, search for the soul of Norma
Desmond on Sunset Blvd., explore. . .? (bring your ideas),

returning Monday to The Cool Gray City Of Love.

Bring: About $60. ($30. will be collected as a deposit before the

trip) to cover Van Rental, Motel, food, etc., sleeping bag, warm
clothes (LA gets cold in Jjuiuary), flashlight, valid ID, and any

field research equipment you may require. YOU MUST RSVP
BY JAN. 13th, 1991!

Suggested Reading:

Raymond Chandlers Los Angeles

The Crying of Lot 49

The Lords and the New Creatures

Suggested Viewing:

Chinatown

Them
Rebel Without a Cause

Kiss Me Deadly

Your Hosts: Jeffrey Spaulding, Ethyl Ketone and Urban Shocker

RSVP/INFO: 668-2486

The Long Goodbye

Day of the Locust

Blade Runner

Rqx)Man
Sunset Blvd.

War of the Worlds

CACOPHONYCAFE
Tuesday - January 22 7:30 pm

Sacred Grounds Coffeehouse - 2095 Hayes@ Cole, SF

Everyone is welcome at our monthly "meetings" where we discuss

past events, invent new ones and just generally break down into a

cacophonous rabble. So come and join in, bring your ideas and a

couple of bucks for a beer.



BARTLOUNGE
Friday - Januaiy 25 5:30 pm (meet) - 6:15pm (depart)

Glen Park Bait Station, just inside station, Diamond & O'Shaunessy, SF

Hey there, you truly fabulous people! BART is going Vegas! This will be a truly

incredible evening of entotainment, when the evening commute BART train is trans-

formed into a Las Vegas - styled lounge. We are looking for three sorts of people to

join in:

1

.

If you have an act (comedy/magic/showgirl-routine, or any other

entertainment) be prepared to perform.

2. If you want to be part of the atmosphere, come decked out in your best

Vegas wear (Iowa housewife, lounge lizard, eloping couple, cowboy, etc.)

3. If you want to dress "straight", we do need plants to blend in with

commuters.

Remember, you in the audience are the ones we truly, truly love the most!

Cost: 85« if you get on & off at different but adjoining BART stations (ex: on at

Powell, then go to Glen Park, off at Montgomery)

INFO: Dwayne & Dusty (4 1 5) 73 1 -92(r7

ENTERTHE UNKNOWN
Sunday - January 27th - High Noon
Meet: Steps of the Main Branch, Public Library

Larkin St. at McAllister

This event was inspired by a perverse, slightly sadistic musing by Dog Boy,

Cacophony's premiere mordant theoretician.

We will be transported from the meeting place to a playing field nearby.

Due to the strenuous and potentially injurious nature of this event, we recommend that

players be fit, reasonably spry, have good balance and clean undergarments. Those

who feel uneasy about these requirements are welcome to attend and participate as

referees.

Bring: 1. Tough clothes you don't care about

2. Good firm shoes/boots

3. Potluck food & drink

4. $2. to cover event cost _
5. Mannikins (if you have them) ^^^^Jt^JKHtK^j^J^ttmi -^

Info: 566-3301 S. Mebnouth

MARCEL PROUST SUPPORT GROUP
First Meeting: Friday, February 1st 9:(X)pm

1907 Golden Gate ((S) Baker) SF
We have tried on innumerable occasions to read through to the very last pages of

Marcel Proust's magnum opus. Remembrance of Things Past, some among us

reaching well into the third volume of this prodigious work of literature, but succumb-

ing to that inevitable, narcoleptic, helpless block which prevents the much valued

completion of this classic of introspective cultural history; and so we have profoundly

EXCITE YOUR MAILBOX!!
You can experience a year of bizarre events with a subscription

to Rough Draft. Send $10 to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 6392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94101

DEADLINE FOR FEBRUARY EVENT SUBMISSION:
JAN 27 1991

You can contact the Cacophony Society at: (415) 665-0351

POST-YULE PYRE
A essential part of the city's recycling jwogram occurs each year at this time when the

mysterious urban eco-maniac, DANGER RANGER, plys the streets of San Francisco,

rounding up hundreds of discarded Christmas trees. Somehow, this dry fir forest seems

to migrate westward and suddenly pile-up at the waters edge where it waits for that final

spark of life.

When: Usually on a Saturday night.

Where: Traditionally at Ocean Beach.

The phone tree will be activated as soon as we find out the details.

Cacophony Comments: «o» At 3 am on January 19th, a mysterious

stranger, dressed in black, will again visit the grave of Edgar Allan Poe in Baltimore,

and leave a bottle of cognac and three red roses. This eerie rittial has been repeated

each year since 1949.«o» The Maharishi Mahcsh Yogi and Doug Henning have

announced the 1993 opening of Vedaland, a spiritual theme park in Orlando, Florida...

Ooooommmm. <«»> An image of the Virgin Mary has appeared on the floor of a

bathroom of an auto parts store in Progresso, Texas. The bathroom has been

swamped with about a thousand faithful visitors each day. No mention has been made
about the sale of sacred auto air-fresheners or dash-board icons at the store. <«»>
A Japanese clothing company will soon be marketing golf pants which will change

colors and pantyhose which will release an insect repellent.«o» The German
company. Die Audio Gruppe, is making electronic clothes equipped with speakers,

amplifiers and batteries. The term "Walkman" begins to take on added meaning when
you wear your boombox. <«>» If you discover something out of the ordinary,

please send it to Rough Draft.
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wished to share this epic endeavor with others

of like debility, gathering together in a solemn

pledge, not untouched with a tinge of good-

humored irony, to plough together through

these three volumes at a sensible rate of ten

pages a day, agreeing in advance, of course, to

use the Vintage Books, 1982 edition, so we
might all proceed at an identical pace, and

therefore, at our bi-monthly meetings, be able

to share the delights of literary bliss therein, at

an equal rate of discovery; those among us

who begin must undertake this campaign with

firm promise to make these ten daily pages an

absolute priority from February 1 , the date of

our first meeting, through May 15, the day of

completion of volume one, after witch we will

have a day's respite and congratulatory

convocation, then from May 17 apace through

volume two, to a one-day break and further

mutual approbation at a social evening, after

which we commence with volume three, until

the weary readers, sustained only by two days

off, will gather for a grand celebration, with

the music of Debussy. Faure, and Delius, and

perhaps a glass of Absinthe or two, over which

we might forget the whole thing.

Your Hosts: Saint-Loup & Albertine

OPERATICBANQUET
Satiu-day- February 2nd

CaU for place & time

We are calling you to join in on our first

rhythmic dinner. In the tradition of Janette

MacE)onald and Nelson Eddy we will imbibe

spirits and food without the spoken word - all

will be sung. Rap to your waiter and sing for

your supper.

Please bring: your voice, a healthy appetite,

funds to cover your meal. Meeting place will

be disclosed January 20th.

Your host: Zasu

INFO: 665-0351

—FEBRUARY EVENTS—
The Chinese New Years' Treasure Hunt - A
wild quest through the chaotic streets of

Chinatown, searching for clues hidden in exotic

and obscure locals.

The 15th Annual Golden Gate Bridge Dinner -

Sunday, Febraary 24th. Details for this traditional

formal dinner will be available next month.

—FUTURE EVENTS FOR 1991—
Saint Stupid Parade - the annual financial district

parade and tribute to the Saint of Parking Meters.

Midnight Laundry - a formal dinner& dance

while you wash & dry. Burning Man - the

erection and destruction of a monumental human

figure at the Summer Solstice. The Atomic Cafe
- spend an ^XKalyptic night in an abandoned

bombshelter. Night of the Exquisite Corpse - an

evening of surrealistic theater written by the

audience. Caveman Camp Out - a weekend

retreat with the Cave Bear Claa Obscure Tours -

will continue to bring you more urban adventures

and also look for pranks and mayhem from The

Vicious Rumors Club, Mister Bubble, S.R.L. and

others.

—PASTEVENTS—
Twenty brave souls showed up to Face the High

Tide earlier in December. We almost lost one

reckless individual who tied himself to a rock and

let the waves wash him to the end of his rope.. .but

that's all part of Cacophony... The Gothic

Nouveau Winters Ball had the blessing of the

great Costume God. A large number of finely-

dressed waltzers spun around beneath the lit dome

of the Palace of Fine Aits, after which, we were

treated to a strange and wonderful 3-D slide show.

Unsuspecting tourists were amused.... Enter the

Unknown involved a game of killer in an unlikely

spot. After several rounds, the participants retired

to the 1 9th Avenue Bar& Grill, where we were

able to try out our Las Vegas Lounge Act on a

stage equipted with a video hp-synching device

and monitors. Good practice for the Bart

Lounge.... Despite a torrential downpour, a large

crowd showed up for the Midnight Tea Party

atop an undisclosed location somewhere in the

City. They had no choice but to follow the White

RabbiL
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MARCEL PROUST SUPPORT GROUP
First Meeting: Friday - February 1st,

at 1907 Golden Gate (@ Baker) SF 9:00 pm

We have tried on innumerable occasions to read through to

the very last pages of Marcel Proust's magnum opus,

Remembrance of Things Past , some among us reaching

well into the third volume of this prodigious work of litera-

ture, but succumbing to that inevitable, narcoleptic,

helpless block which prevents the much valued completion

of this classic of introspective cultural history; and so we
have profoundly wished to share this epic endeavor with

others of like debility, gathering together in a solemn

pledge, not untouched with a tinge of good-humored irony,

to plough together through these three volumes at a

sensible rate of ten pages a day, agreeing in advance, of

course, to use the Vintage Books, 1982 edition, so we
might all proceed at an identical pace, and therefore, at our

bi-monthly meetings, be able to share the delights of

literary bliss therein, at an equal rate of discovery; those

among us who begin must undertake this campaign with

firm promise to make these ten daily pages an absolute

priority from February 1 , the date of our first meeting,

through May 15, the day of completion of volume one, after

witch we will have a day's respite and congratulatory

convocation, then from May 17 apace through volume two,

to a one-day break arid further mutual approbation at a

social evening, after which we commence with volume
three, until the weary readers, sustained only by two days
off, will gather for a grand celebration, with the music of

Debussy. Faure, and Delius, and perhaps a glass of

Absinthe or two, over which we might forget the whole

thing.

Your Hosts: Saint-Loup & Albertine

OPERATIC BANQUET
Saturday - February 2nd 8:00 pm
Meet: 7th Ave and Lincoln Way, just inside the park at the

baseball diamond.

(or join us a little later at 19th Ave. Bar and Grill).

All you lounge lizards, that missed your calling at the

Fabulous Bart Lounge - Here's your chance to shine!

We'll be going to the 19th Ave. Bar & Grill to hone up on

our skills with the help of their Karoke machine.

(It will play background music to any tune you like without

complaining).

After our vocal chords are vibrating with glee, we will exit to

a local spaghetti house to boggle and bemuse the minds

around us. Costumes encouraged!

Please bring: your voice, a healthy appetite, funds to cover

your meal and a goblet for toasting.

Your host: Zasu



CACOPHONY COFFEEHOUSE
Monday - February 19th 7:30 pm
Sacred Grounds Coffeehouse, Hayes and Cole, SF

Come and share in the voice of Cacophony as we interrupt

another quiet coffeehouse in our search for the truth

of life (as well as future events). Come and see the

photographic proof of past events, meet others as on the

fringe as yourself and make your voice heard. Bring event

ideas and a couple of bucks for a beer.

ANNUAL DINNER ON THE GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE
Sunday - February 24th 4:00 pm
Meet: Vista Point parking lot Just North of the bridge, in

case of police blockade of Vista Point, take 1st exit (Alexander Ave.), go left

under fwy., stay right toward GGNRA. Park by the 1st bunkers on the left,

walk out past bunkers to opening overlooking Itie Bridge.

Join in the 15th annual dinner on the Golden Gate Bridge,

celebrating the life of Gary Warne, who has effected all our

lives so much, and yet another birthday for Catherine.

Bring: Gourmet Pot Luck meal,Champagne, Musical

Instruments... is formal - Black and White.

You host: Catherine Baker 661-7516

Free Form Radio - The Auditory Garage Sale

coming in April... Cacophony hits the Airwaves for an

evening! Send your ideas (written or tapes) to:

KKRS
P.O. 60X210031
San Francisco, CA 941 21 -0031

THE CHINESE NEW YEAR'S TREASURE HUNT
Saturday - March 2nd 5:00 pm SHARP!
Meet: on the roof of the parking garage at 5th & Mission

(5th Street side) SF

Once again we're going on a quest through dark alleyways,

dragon clogged streets, exploding firecrackers and hordes

of boggled, camera-happy tourists in a treasure hunt

through Chinatown on the night of the annual New Year's

parade. Teams will search for clues in exotic and obscure

locations, using the parade and attendant celebrations as a

sort of obstacle course. Be prepared to skulk through

shadowy alleyways, to wander labyrynthian paths and to

encounter strange beings in your quest. Come on time so

we can organize the teams and set off before the parade

begins!

Please be prepared for three hours of vigorous activity, and

dress accordingly (good walking/running footwear and

layered clothes recommended).

Bring:

1

.

$2 for materials

2. a car if you have one (though the treasure

hunt will be on foot)

3. a small flashlight

4. a potluck meal to share

5. a willingness to run madly through the streets

with crazed strangers; a spirit of adventure, a

zest for experience, and a good twentyfive cent cigar.

Your host: Jeffrey Spaulding, 564-5047

— Future Events—
Twin Peaks Marathon - on March 9th. A 24 hour screening of the strangly

surreal David Lynch series. Saint Stupid Parade - the annual financial

district parade and tribute to the Saint of Parking Meters. Midnight

Laundry - a formal dinner & dance while you wash & dry. Burning Man -

the erection and destruction of a monumental human figure at the Summer
Solstice. The Atomic Cafe - spend an apocalyptic night in an abandoned

bombshelter. Night of the Exquisite Corpse - an evening of surrealistic

theater written by the audience. Caveman Camp Out - a weekend retreat

with the Cave Bear Clan. Obscure Tours - will continue to bring you more

urban adventures. A Trip to the Bam - musical cacophony down on a

south peninsula farm. Pajama Breakfast - a fashionable breakfast wherein

we are dressed In pajamas and robes at a public restaurant. A Fake

Wedding in Boedekker Park in the heart of the Tenderloin. Perhaps the

collimation of the Cacophony Singles Club? Stay tuned for more.

— Past Events —
Zone Trip- Although the Pre-Zone Briefing and Inspirational Filmfest took

place as scheduled in the January newsletter (with a crowded room full of

potential Zonites and a truly inspirational film composed of scenes from

some of our favorite Zone movies as well as a screening of The Forbidden

Zone), the actual trip itself was cancelled due to the war and its affect on

local voyagers. However, a couple of SF explorers did manage to make it

down there and met with a small group of LA Cacophonists at Harry

Houdini's mansion at Midnight. (Strangely enough, the war seems to have

had little psychological effect on rhe denizens of the Zone!) Resurrecting

Emperor Norton - People who came out for Resurrecting Emperor Norton

were surprised to discover that the event which was being put on by E

CLAMPUS vmiS had occurred the day before. However, like good

Cacophonists, they had their own event and went exploring the local

graveyards of Colma. some in their formalwear. The Fabulous BART
Lounge was hosted by Dwayne and Dusty all the way from Glen Park to

Concord and back again. This sleazy Vegas act also included performances

by vanous entertainers, a cigarette girl and a hostess surrounded by men in

shocking suits and VegasWear. Official Bart Lounge questionnaires were

handed out to puzzled commuters. They filled in answers to questions like

"What kinds of acts would you like to see on the BART Lounge?", "Should

we designate any BART cars as non-entertainment?", "Are you interested in

becoming a BART Lounge entertainer?". On the trip back, an actual

marriage ceremony was performed in the aisle of the last BART tram.

Cacophony Comments about Love & Rockets: A fresh crop of graffiti Is

showing up around around town in light of the current world situation. New
stuff like "War, it's a dick thing." and a sixties favorite "Fighting for peace is

like fucking for virginity." <«»> Night of the living Playtex? A British

medical journal has reported that silicone breast implants are non-

biodegradeable and could pose problems in the future. <«>» Attention

missile lovers! You can lightup the night with glow-in-the-dark condoms!

Call 1 -800-727-GLOW to launch your order. <«»> Send Cacophony Mail

Art to servicemen and women storming the desert. Keep in mind that it's not

there decision to be there - so keep it light. Address: Any Serviceman,

Operation Desert Storm, A. P.O. New York, 09848-0006. <«>»
Romantasy is a sex boutique which specializes in erotic paraphernalia. 199

Moulton, San Francisco. 415/673-3131 . «<>» Interested in group

marriage? Contact the Expanded Family Network at 415-995-2607.

Senous callers only. «<>» Did any of you early cacophonists go on the

swingers club party infiltration event several years ago? <«>» Nancy

Prussia where are you now? <«>» Publish! FACTSHEET FIVE is a

review/list of fanzines which comes out 6 times a year. For one issue, send

$3 to Mike Gunderloy, 6 Arizona Ave, Rensselaer, NY 12144. Among the

hundreds of reviews, we found the one listed below:

THIRO STONE FROM THE SUN #2 (SOcents from PO Box 555,

Beikeley, CA 94701): This is the ^Underground Driving Guide' issue

of this irregular zine. It features a newspaper story on a Cacophony
Society tour of the sewers of Oakland, together with a whole bunch

of photos of the event Production is a bit shaky, but this is a

document of a pretty imusual cultural experience. (S-IO/MG)

To subscribe to Rough Draft (or to send event write-ups, comments or suggestions)., send $10
for one year to SFCS P.O. Box 6622, San Francisco, CA 941 01

DEADLINE FOR MARCH EVENTS - FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 10:04 pm.
e 1981 PMrona and K«ton«, aditora Picas* copy and distnbuw .
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The Cacophony Society is a randomly
gathered network of free spirits united

in the pursuit of experiences beyond the

pale of mainstream society.

The Chinese New Years' Treasure Hunt
WHEN: Saturday, March 2nd, 5:00pm SHARP!
Once again we're going on a quest through dark alleyways, dragon-

clogged streets, exploding firecrackers and hordes of boggled,

camera-happy tourists in a treasure hunt through Chinatown on the

night of the annual Chinese New Year's parade. Teams will search
for clues in exotic and obscure locations, using the parade and
attendant celebrations as a sort of obstacle course. Be prepared
to skulk through alleyways, to wander labyrynthian paths and to

encounter strange beings in your quest. Come on time so we can
organize the teams and set off before the parade begins! Please

be prepared for three hours of vigorous activity, and dress
accordingly (good walking/running footwear and layered clothes

are recommended).
WHERE: Meet on the roof of the parking garage at 5th & Mission

(5th Street side) S.F.

BRING: 1) $2 for materials; 2) A car if you have one (though the

treasure hunt will be on foot); 3) A small flashlight; 4) A potluck

meal to share; 5) A willingness to run madly through the streets with

crazed strangers; a spirit of adventure, a zest for experience and a
good twenty-five cent cigar.

INFO: Jeffrey Spaulding 415/564-5047

24-HOUR TWIN PEAKS MARATHON
WHEN: Saturday, March 9th, 3:00pm until ....

Starting with the first episode and continuing right up to the

present, we will eat junk food (lots of jelly donuts and cherry pie),

write and read in Laura's diary, indulge in a game of chance at One-
Eyed Jacks and view all of the episodes of Twin Peaks . Bring a
sleeping bag or your favorite snuggly blanket and pillow, a
homemade cherry pie for the pie baking contest, lots of nickels and
dimes to squander at One-Eyed Jacks Casino, alcoholic libations

to get us through the night and appropriate food to share and your
personal coffee mug at the Double R Diner. Wear costumes of your
favorite characters. We will break at approximately 6 A.M. for

breakfast. The owl knows all.

INFO &RSVP at 415/681-3189

856
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The Third Eye Meets The Cut-Up Recitation Choir
WHEN: Sunday, March 10th, 1:06pm.

Inspired by Brion Gysin and William Burroughs systematic

derangement of the written page, we will transform literature from

its given form into the unpredictable and spontaneous. Required
are: 1 ) At least one full page of literature that you may want to

xerox (this can be any literature of your choice); 2) A pair of

scissors; 3) Pen or pencil; 4) A book of some sort to use as a small

work table; 5) One glove. We will then recite our collaged products

in varying degrees of synchronized simultaneity resulting in some
form of cacophonia.

WHERE: Meet on top of Strawberry Hill at Stow Lake in Golden
Gate Park, S.F.

Conducted by: Svensk Runestone

CACOPHONY CAFE
WHEN: Monday, March 18th, 7:30pm.

WHERE: The Edinburgh Castle, 950 Geary St. near Larkin, S.F.

Everyone is welcome at the monthly cacophony society "meeting"

where we get together for beer and comradery.

THE MARCEL PROUST SUPPORT GROUP
WHEN: Friday, March 22nd, 9:00pm.

WHERE: 1907 Golden Gate Ave., S.F.

Your Hosts: Saint Loup and Albertine, 415/923-9722

How often, after that first day of February, when the Proustitutes

(as we now call ourselves, after 'drying on" such epithets os

"Proustians, "Proustophiles"), have we enjoyed the unreasonable

pleasure, the illusion of a sort of fecundity, breathing, smelling,

recapturing of a world other than our own, at the same time

distracting us from the tedium, the sense of our own impotence

whenever we sought a philosophic theme for all our ill-spent hours;

little did we know that our agreement, to read through all 3000-t-

pages of M. Proust's Remembrance of Things Past at the rate of 1

pages per day, would be so painless and charming an endeavor

that many of us have leapt ahead, while others lag, and yet most of I

us delighting in regaling each other with favorite quotes and

speculations; nor could we have imagined that booksellers all over

town are experiencing runs on this previously seldom-sold tome,

and that others outside the "little clan" are preparing to join us in our

endeavor; and so we have set aside the "reasonable hour" of 9

P.M. on March 22 to admit to the "little nucleus", the "little group" all

such newcomers who wish to acquire the Vintage 1982 edition of

the opus and join us in viewing (perhaps) Swan in Love , and sharing

libations and bonhomie. Respondez, s'il vous plait.



A DAY WITH DAEDALUS
WHEN: Saturday, March 23rd. 10:30 am.
LOCATION: Mt Tarn, Marin.

MEET at 626 - 33rd Ave. #8 (between Balboa and Anza St.), S.F.

You've heard those stories about climbing events. Up (and down)
various urban structures, sliding along ropes, hanging in mid-air,

scrambling around town, etc. Here is your chance to practice up
for them. We'll meet in San Francisco and then drive to the top of

Mt. Tam where there are several excellent short climbs and rappels

•ling in difficulty from beginner to ...? There will be an
erienced and knowledgeable leader to - uh - show you the ropes

(if you're new at this) and to point out more challenging climbs if

you're not. The atmosphere will be non-pressured and participation

will be facilitated with fun, comfort and safety as the main
emphases. The view is great and the sun is warm! Climbing

equipment will be provided.

BRING: 1 ) A car if you have one, your feet if you don't; 2)

Comfortable clothing allowing free movement; 3) Sun Screen and
hat; 4) Sneakers or hiking boots that fit snugly; 5) A container of

water for thirst; 6) Snacks and munchies to keep you going

through the afternoon; 7) A day pack to carry above in, to leave

your hands free.

Your host: Harry Holler 415/751-7502

DINNER IN A BARN AND FULL MOON GARDENING
WHEN: Friday, March 29th, Meet at 6:30pm. Depart at 7:00pm.
Bring candles, wine. food, eating utensils. Dress in formal

gardening attire. Plant a garden by the light of the full moon. Eat

dinner in a barn with live Grand Piano players. Walk to the ocean.
LOCATION: Half Moon Bay
MEET at 7th Ave. & Lincoln. Space is limited to just 30 people.

RSVP 415/221-0584.

Your Hosts: Mauro & Kathy

^E BLACK AND WHITE BOWL
WffEN: Saturday, March 30th. 8:00pm.

Just when you thought it was safe to pack away that black and
white attire, comes a night of formal bowling. We will don our best

for an evening of strikes, spares, and obscure movies. (Each lane

has its own video screen). The event fee includes two and a half

hours of bowling, including shoes, and unlimited use of pool tables.

(Unfortunately we cannot guarantee all shoes will be black and/or

white).

MEET at 7th Ave. & Lincoln Way, San Francisco

COST: $10. If you wish to attend you must send a $2 per person,

non-refundable deposit by March 18 (or bring it to the Cacophony
meeting on the same date). The balance of $8 will be due the night

of the event. You must have suffered through at least 21 years on

this planet to participate.

INFO and RSVP, call 415/681-3189.

Your hosts: Yahoon Doorstop and Gardenia Garlic

SAINT STUPID'S DAY PARADE
WHEN: Monday, April 1st, 12 Noon.

MEET near the big pointy building at the start of Columbus Ave,

S.F.

A financial district parody. Pennies from heaven will roll in the

streets. Join the procession from the Transmiracle Building up and
over Columbus Ave to Washington Square Park for the blessing,

Jimony and miracle from the traditional free bunch. Costume
fun by you. An award will be given for the best shopping cart.

Faith-off sponsored by the First Church of the Last Laugh. 415/534-

5637

RADIO CACOPHONY - A special edition of Free Form Radio on
KUSF Radio 90.3 FM. This three hour show will feature interviews

describing Cacophony events, interspersed with eccentric music
and sound pranks. The broadcast is scheduled for Saturday night,

June 1 5th, 8pm to 1 1 pm. To join the Radio Cacophony Planning

Group, call 415/221-0584.

Producer: Kathy Ketman

- f?^ M

Deadline for April events is Friday. March 22nd. All events are
free unless otherwise noted.

— Future Events for 1991 —
A Seceaderean Odyssey- ??? coming in April. Midnight
Laundry - a formal dinner & dance while you wash & dry.
Burning Man - the erection and destruction of a monumental
human figure at the Summer Solstice. Night of the Exquisite
Corpse - an evening of surrealistic theater written by the
audience. Caveman Camp Out - a weekend retreat with the
Cave Bear Clan. More pranks and mayhem from The Vicious
Rumors Club. Mister Bubble, S.R.L and others.

— CACOPHONY CLASSIFIED —
Are you looking for help with an event idea? Trying to find that

obscure mystery book? Want to know the identity of that masked
woman at the last Bridge Dinner? Send your queries to Classified
P.O. Box 6392, San Francisco CA 941 01

.

Costume Collaborators - For some time I've wanted to start a
group for people who are interested in costuming. The idea is that
once a month we could get together and share our thoughts and
skills about that second layer of satin skin, ideally, the meeting
place would occur in a location that had at least one sewing
machine, so that techniques could be demonstrated. People who
were interested could bring in costumes that they've made and also
costumes that they would like to make but cant figure out how to
bnng to life. If, like me. you feel that Cacophony events and all of
life are made better by being in costume, then leave a message on
the Cacophony Hotline 415/665-0351, Coral Gables.

The Dark Side of the Zone - A total eclipse of the sun will
occur on July 1 1th of this year in the southern-most part of
California. I'm interested in a zone trip to San Diego or possibly
Baja. where it's totality will peak, if you're interested, please leave
a message on the Cacophony Hotline 415/665-0351. Svensk
Runestone. The next total eclipse will be in the year 201 7.

— CACOPHONY COMMENTS—
Have you spotted ELVIS lately? Perhaps coming out of the noc
noc Club at 2am or in Golden Gate Park, standing in line at the

Food Not Bombs kitchen. Make a report now to the Elvis Sighting

Hotline. 619/239-KING. Yes. it's worth the call. <«>» More UFO's
sightings are now being reported in Uzbekistan. Russia than

anywhere else in the world. The locals suspect that the aliens are

after the region's gold deposits, or perhaps it's the vodka. «o»
Twin Peaks is being cancelled? Well most of us are not exactly in

the Neilson Family Ratings. David Lynch has suggested that we
write to ABC and complain. <«>» The mystical power of the

Doghead continues. (See the SF Chronicle. Feb 24th.) in 1979
there were 13 of these monolithic columns scattered around the

Bay Area, all available for public worship. Now there is only one.

What happened to the other twelve? is there some strange, occult

group at work here? Stay tuned as we uncover more. <«»> And
A Few Comments on the Irony of War and Nature of

Reality: The Cacophony Society is a non-political and non-

exclusive social organization which promotes light-hearted fun and

co-operative activities, often aimed at cracking the facade of rigid

human behavior. It is this behavior which often carries us into that

instutionalized conflict known as war. The current world situation is

a modern deadly game of High Noon, with the marshal declaring:

"This town ainl big enough for both of us." The military debriefer

takes on the persona of a game-show host. Smart bombs zip down
the chimneys like Packman and patriotic defenders protect cities

like Atari's Missile Command. A powerful few will press the

buttons, but most of us can only watch the show and keep score as

we sit this one out in electronic cyberspace. Get your program
guide now. Time and Newsweek have large fold-outs describing the

playing field and the weapons systems. Show your team support

with a tee-shirt or banner (locally available in red. white and blue).

And we've heard that bubble gum trading cards are now available.

I'll trade you two F1 6s for a General Colin Powell. Also on the

commercial front. Hast)oro's G.i. Joe will be sporting a new desert

outfit, and another major toymaker has trademarked the name
Desert Shield. What's next? Burger King and Macdonalds?

(Collect the full set.)... What if they held a war. and nobody told us?

It's all in the programming. BLiPVERT.

We are everyv/here! Do you know of any strange events^ unusual restaurants, weird bars or secret
passageways into underground tombs? Call the Cacophony Society at 415/665-0351.

A Strange Agenda of events can be yours with a one-year subscription. Send $10 to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 6392
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94101

© 1991 Rough Draft, please copy & distribute.- Ethyl Keytone & Genevive J. Petrone. Editors
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. . .all events are in San Francisco and free unless otfaenvise noted.

Through The Looking Glass Victorian Croquet

Tournament
When: Sunday, March 31st, 12 Noon

The Dreamers of Decadence invite you to come dressed as

characters from "Alice in Wonderland". Bring a blanket to sit

on, your own picnic and some food to share, flamingos,

hedgehogs, croquet sets and copies of Lewis Carroll's works

from which to read. Anyone not in costume may be enlisted

as a playing card and be required to wear a sandwich board

bearing the emblem of the Queen of Hearts.

Where: Golden Gate Park, in the field behind the parking lot

east of die Bercut Equestrian Field.

Info: Jwlhyfer (Juhfer) 415/864-551 1

Saint Stupid's Day Parade

When: Monday, April 1st, 12:00 Noon

Meet: at the Vallencourt Fountain, Embarcadero Plaza.

The 13th annual, and final, tribute to the saint of parking

meters. Come dressed in your favorite costume. Decorated

shopping cans are encouraged for this funeral of fun. Activi-

ties during the procession will include the blessing of the

Federal Reserve Bank Goring your pennies) and the Pacific

Sock Exchange (bring an extra pair to invest). This event is

sponsored by the First Church of the Last Laugh.

The Bat

When: Monday, April 1st, 7:30 PM
Where: The Castro Theatre, Castro & Market Streets

The haunted halls! The hidden chamber! The flitting Omen

of 111! The hysterical maid! The ghostly shades! Yes, the

1926 movie that inspired "Batman" is restored and back with

its original score, plus newsreel, cartoon, "The Haunted

Valley" serial episode, etc. I would advise all Bats to buy

your ticket beforehand since there will be only one showing of

this flick! Be there or be grounded!

Cost: $8.00

Info: Rainer 415/731-5797

Elizabethan Picnic

When: Saturday, April 6th, 12 Noon to Dusk

Meet: Golden Gate Park at Stow Lake southwest comer just

up from 19lh Ave near the rustic bridge.

The Dance Club of the Nineteenth Century invites all good

gentles to join the revelry at an Elizabethan Picnic. There will

be dancing, picnicking. Croquet and Blind Man's Bluff.

Please bring your own picnic and a blanket to sit upon

Info: Nickolas Mourn 4 1 5/406-585 1

.

1



Cave Shaman meets the Marshmallow Roast

When: Saturday. April 27th, 10:37 PM
Where: Sutro Baths Cave (at the end of Geary Blvd., walk

down to where the ocean meets the ruins and turn right)

We will attempt to reach altered states of consciousness

through spontaneous perfmnance in the form of shamanic

tribal gibberish, speaking only in tongues. Invent your own

style of ancient forgotten languages. And if anything, here's a

chance to be silly until the brigadier shows up. Bring:

Candles, Toastables and Roastables (costumes encouraged)

Your skalds: Svensk Rimestone and N0rsk Root Eater

The Cult of Fantasia

When: Sunday, April 28th

In the tradition of The Rocky Horror Picture Show, let us

show up at the Castro Theatre as avid, costumed fans or in

mock protest outside with signs condeming this satanic occult

film. Perhaps we can be on both sides. Lets get together right

after the Cacophony meeting on April 22nd and discuss the

possibilities.

Info: Dwayne 415/731-9207

— FUTURE EVENTS—
A series of One Act Plays will be conducted in local, unsuspect-

ing, department stores. The plays may take place in home

furnishings or appliances and are sure to be a success with the

wide variety of props and costiuning available to the actors.

(Don't miss this blue light si>ecial.) A Seceaderean Odyssey will

bring you adventure, excitement and mystery in the tradition of

the Atomic Cafe and the Midnight Walk. A Gothic Nouveau

Masquerade Ball will be held on May 18th. This will be a

festive evening of dance and socializing. Burning Man will rise

from the earth and meet with destiny once again during the Labor

Day weekend in September. The Carmonic Convergence is an

intersection of amplified music and auto art in an industrial

setting. Watch your Rough Draft for road maps leading to this

roU&rock event scheduled for August 18th.

— SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY—
Bread Makers Arise . Burning Man solstice celebrants are

kneaded to begin preparations for an important aspect of this

year's event Last year, fifteen-hundred pounds of bricks were

transported into the Black Rock Desert of Nevada where a large

oven was constructed in the shadow of the Biuning Man. During

the event, many loaves of bread, in a variety of symbolic shapes,

were baked in the oven and then distributed to the celebrants.

Once again we will share the experience as the great mother

comes alive. If you would like to be a part of this warm and

rising staff, call Lynn Marsh at 415/326-7574.

The Bay Area Costumer's Guild is welcoming all persons

interested in the wonderful world of dress-up and masquerade.

The next meeting will be held on Sunday, April 7, 12-5 PM, at

1519 Oak Sl #4. SF. Info: 415/864-5511 or 415/469-7602.

— CACOPHONY COMMENTS—
The 1960's are back and on sale now! Walking through down-

town SF last week, we were amazed to hear music from the

DOORS emanating from the I. Magnin department store. The

colorful window displays were touting "Flower Power!".... Wow,
really far out. Are we still 25 years ahead of mainstream culture?

«» Smart Bombs and the War On Drugs.... Have you been to

men's lavatory at MacDonalds lately? The new white plastic

urinal screens are imprinted with the motto DONT DO DRUGS.
The word is out that the ink used for the printing contains a

reagent that fluoresces upon contact with illegal drugs. Right

after a suspected employee uses the restroom, the manager goes

in with a small portable UV lightsource to make the test. We
don't know yet what is ^eing used on the female employees.

«» A marijuana dinner party will be held at the Earth Day

Hemp Exposition in the Hall of Flowers at Golden Gate Park on

April 21sL Officials for the event have told us that recipes

containing sterile hemp seeds are legal and delicious. For info

call 415/647-5046. Perhaps you can bring some brownies to

share. «» Acid producing rains and high flying ewes are

causing problems for sheep ranchers in Sonoma county. It seems

that the current weather conditions are enhancing the growth of

ergot in the rye grains used for feed. The blissed-out sheep are

stumbling through the fields, walking into fences and jumping

over cliffs.«» Our Oscar nomination for best performance

goes to Buttons the Bear and Rusty the Fox for their sex educa-

tion program in Chucklewood Forest. Thousands of copies of the

video cartoon were recalled when it was discovered that some

copies contained adult material.«» The 3rd annual SF Farting

Contest will be held this month, call 415/334-4933 for all the

wonderful details. «» The term 'Silver Bullet' may take on

new meaning this summer when S.R.L. imviels its powerful

pneumatic beer can launcher. The device is rumored to have a

half-mile range. Yo! But can you drop a six-pack into that cooler

down on Baker Beach?«» If you discover something strange

or interesting, please send it to Rough Draft.

WEARE EVERYWHERE! Do you know of any strange events, unusual restaurants, weird bars

or secret passageways into underground tombs? Call the Cacophony Society at 415/665-0351.

DEADLINE FOR MAY EVENTS - FRIDAY, ANZAC DAY, APRIL 26

Rough Draft, your key to monthly adventures and strange events can be yours with a

one-year subscription. Send $10. to: Q
Rough Draft P.O. Box 6392 San Francisco, CA 94101

199 1 Rough DrafL Please copy and distribute. Ethyl Ketone and Gcnevive J. Pctronc, Editors.
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THE OFFICIAL ORGAN
OF THE
SAN FRANCISCO
CACOPHONY SOCIETY

The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits

united in the pursuit of experiences beyond the pale of mainstream society.

You may already be a member!

All events are In San Francisco unless otherwise noted.

CANOEING UNDER THE WHARVES
When: Friday - May 3rd, & Saturday - May 4th.

Meet: 7:30 pm (both nites) -Lincoln Way at 7th Ave., just inside

G.G. Park at the baseball diamond.

We will put in near Hyde St. Pier in Aquatic Park and canoe to the Ferry

building. Part of the trip will be under the wharves. All of it will be a new
perspective to you unless you're already an urban canoeist/kayaker.

Life vests will be provided.

NOTE: Saturday nite is full already. Call NOW to reserve a spot on

Friday (some may drop out or change from Sat.).

This event will fill up soon!

Bring: 1 ) Warm, layered, wool or water resistant clothing. Note: Bulky

coats, extremely heavy sweaters, huge boots are NOT GOOD. Layered

clothing is recommended, wool shirts, light wool sweaters, poly-

propelyne undenwear/long Johns. 2) Tennis shoes (NOT Boots). 3)

Small daypack for your layered, extra clothes.

4) Water or other drink in unbreakable container. 5) Small amounts of

food (Candy bars, etc.) to munch on.

6) Flashlights!! -(2) apiece. Headlamp if you have it.

7) I.D. Required.

NOTE: $10.00 fee to cover rental costs.

INFO/R.S.V.P.: Ethyl - 4 1 5-668-2486/ Sebastian - 415-566-3301. Call

Now if you want to go. Do not assume we have signed you up. The
original list is 6 months old.

Your Hosts: Ethyl Ketone & Sebastian Melmoth

PINBALL FEVER #3
When: Saturday, May 4th 9 pm
Where: Berkeley

FREE unlimited all night Pinball on an astounding collection of

machines, both oW and new. It's the annual "Cinco de Mayo" party at

the Pinball Palace in Berkeley. Drink and dance to juke box music and
play the silver ball to your heart's content. Festivities begin at 9 pm.
Free admission, just bring drinks.

Limited attendance.

Phone Steve Mobia at 415-587-2628.

SURREALISM AND DADA: Oratorical Flourishes of
Absurd Obscure Literatures
When: May 5th 7:33 pm
Where: 1442JudahSt.

No Smoking in the flat, Please!

'Sometimes when reason abandons me I almost appreciate the farcical

but wearisome comedy and so hideous Eternal GOD with your
serpents snout, not content with having placed my soul between the

fringes of madness and of frenzied imaginings that kill slowly. .

.

'

Comte de Lautremont MALDOROR
We will read 1 - 5 minute pieces in a round robin fashion. Bring your
own surrealist/Dada literature or xeroxes will be available to read from.

B.Y.O.B., B.Y.O.Absinthe, B.Y.O.Obsessive Nocturnity of Frenzied
Abscences.

GOTHIC NOUVEAU DANCE PRACTICE
When: Friday, May 10th 7:30 pm - ?

Where: Justin Herman Plaza (at the foot of Market St.)

Prepare your dancing feet for the BALL by attending a dance workshop.

Fun will be had by all as we learn to dance a variety of ballroom/group/

peasant dances from the last 600 years. Come dance, teach or

socialize. Suggestions and requests for the BALL'S final playlist will be

accepted. Dress is casual.

Cost: 50c for a dance manual (not mandatory).

Bring: Something to drink. There is no water nearby and the dancing

will be thirst building.

Info: Yahoon Doorstop 415-661-6331

CAPTURE THE DUMMY
When: Saturday, May 1 1th 6:00 pm
Meet: St. Marys Square Park - Grant St at California St., Chinatown, at

the foot of Sun Yat Sen Statue

This game was inspired by Clint Eastwood & Richard Burton war

movies, Moe, Curiy, Larry & Shemp, The Continental Op, The Tyreil

Corporation (more human than human), sax Rohmer, etc.

We'll be playing a variation of capture the flag admidst the teeming

hordes of tourists, residents and shopkeepers of Chinatown.

Come prepared to luri< and slink about the mysterious and mystrcal

alleyways of another world.

Though running and extreme physical hardship are not mandatory or

even expected of you, players may gain the advantage through a little

sprinting and scrambling.

Bring: 1) Good comfortable shoes or boots. 2) Comfortable, loose fitting

clothes you don't mind getting dirty. 3) A small day pack with extra

clothes (sweater, etc.) in case the weather turns cold. 4) A couple of

bucks for cheap Chinese dinner & beer aftenwards.

5) Flashlight 6. I.D. required.

Your Hosts: S. Melmoth & Fu Manchu 415-566-3301

GOTHIC NOUVEAU MASQUERADE BALL
When: Saturday, May 18th 8 pm - 1 1 :30 pm.

Where: JUnder the Rotunda at the Palace of Fine Arts.

The spring night air carries to you an invitation to attend an evening of

dance and socializing. Don your finest or favorite costume and mask to

join us in this festive night of group and partner dances (from the 14th -

20th centuries). All levels of dancers and spectators are welcome to

attend. Those without costumes will be snubbed.

Cost: Nothing

Bring: A potluck snack to share with others, a chair to sit in. and a

desire to have fun.

Info: Yahoon Doorstop 415-661-6331

CACOPHONY AT THE CASTLE
When: Monday, May 20, 7:30 pm
Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St., at Larkin

Another loud racous evening above the Castle as we break through the

din long enough to order another beer. Bring stories of past events,

ideas, event write-ups for next month and a few bucks for fish and chips
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ADVENTURE UNDER MOONLIGHT: A Seceaderean
Odyssey
When: Saturday, May 25th 8:00 pm
Meet: The Ramp Restaurant, 855 China Basin - near the intersection of

Mariposa, Illinois and China Basin Streets.

Picture this if you will: a canoe paddling in the moonlight, your hand

gently trailing in the quietly rippling water, the light bobbing on the

distant shore, barnacles scraping as we glide under rotting concrete

piles, sparks cascading from an arc welder, a tanker resting on a nearby

drydock. alarm k>ells ringing as a 50 ton crane wafts a 10' x 10' steel

plate into the star studded sky. the gurgle of air bubbling to the surface

as it leaks out of a 55 gallon oil drum resting peacefully on the Bay fbor.

The canoe comes to rest on a small beach littered witfi the industrial

detritus of a bygone manufacturing economy. Towering in front of you

is an Abandoned Urban Environment where the UNKNOWN AWAITS.
Does this sound like your idea of a romantic evening? Tfien join us in

your finest pirate, wharf rat, or wharehouse worker attire. Be prepared

to canoe on the Bay (your torso softly encased in a life preserver) and to

scale some pre technological heights. Meanwhile, various - ah -

activities will compete for your attention and involvement. If this is for

you, do the following:

Bring: 1 ) a passport size photograph of yourself, 2) an excruciatingly

mouthwatering potluck dish and drink packaged and ready for transpor-

tation, 3) $5 to be collected in the beginning to cover event costs, 4) a

small flashlight 5) since there will be 2 unavoidabie waiting period*

during our evening, bring patience, a sense of humor and warm
outer clothing, 6) valid ID required.

Your hosts: Harry Haller. Sebastian Melmoth. Ethyl Ketone. Ursala

Redvig. Jeffrey Spaulding. etal.

Info: 751-7502

SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY
The foltowing events are NOT organized or sponsored by cacophony, but

they sound like fun!

- The SFSPCA is hoMing a Petwalk on Saturday. May 4th from 8:30 am -

2 pm in Sharon Meadow, G.G. Park. (The main meadow right by Hippie Hill).

We think this woukJ be an kJeal occasion to dress up as your favorite animal.

t>ring your harness ar>d leash, and participate in this bucolic stroll. The
SPCA has asked people to show up even if they have no pet, so perhaps we
couM match up humans and cacophony-like animals. Meet at the intersec-

tkxi of Stanyan and Waller Sts. at 10 am. This could be an event. Inter-

ested? Call 665-0351

.

- FORMAL ROiXERSKATING -If you can rollerskate, own a pair of

roHerskates and a pair of black pants, you can get into the Black & White Ball

on May 10th for free I The Outdoor Rollerskaters Association is looking for

people to partKipator in a Rollerskating Parade at Midnight. Call Dee or

James at 415 864-5819.

- YLEM 10TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY Sunday, May 19th Noon - 6 pm at

4001 San Leandro St. #26, Oakland. YLEM is an organization involving

artists using Ihe leading edge of display technologies of computer graphics,

electronks, holography, vkieo. film, etc. Meet fellow tech-artists, play with

exotic toys, be inspired for your art kieas and feast on food for thought and

body. Bring: sikles, art-tech vkleos, potluck to feed at least four people.

Info: Walter-Alter 415-532-7057

- The Greater Bay Area Costumer's Guild will be attending the Red
Vkrtorian Movie House, 1727 Haight St., SF, on May 21 for the 7:15 pm
siKMving of Jean Cocteau's Beautv and the Beast. They will be appearing in

Ihe faerie tale spirit of the film." Even if you don't have faerie tale clothes of

your ovim, at least come to watch the film and observe the beautiful

garments. Also the nrvmtly meeting of the guild will be held on May 5th from

12 - 5 pm at 1519 Oak St., #4, SF. This months meeting will include an

informatkx) exchange on 18th century clothing. Info: 469-7602.

- YLEM also presents a bi-monthly forum. On May 22 it will be at the

Expk>ritorium. Info call: Trudy 415-856-9593

CACOPHONY COMMENTS
It's the end of an era as three of our favorite playgrounds are closed

and destroyed. Bouncers Bar, est. 1912, a favorite meeting place, will be

replaced by Yuppie Condos. The Embarcadero Freeway is being cleared for

a better view, and Vhe Invnortal Piano Factory is now located in the path of

tfie new Cypress Freeway. Ah... but the Atomic Caf6 is still there, its location

hkiden even from Its patrons.«» And speaking of patrons, first there was
Disneyland, then Sea Worid. Epcot Center and Vedaland. Coming soon will

be Westworid. an adult theme park in Nevada. This frontier town will include

gambling, drinking and prostitution. The Mustang Ranch was never like

thisl«»And on the subject of llvestocK "Mad Cow Disease* is spreading

like a plague throughout the dairy industry in Great Britian. The government

has insisted that this form of encephalopathy cannot be transmitted to

humans, however, veterinarians have wamed cat owners about M.C.D..«»
TALES FROM THE ZONE

Anwng tfie events scheduled by the L.A. Cacophony Society; a

Hollywood Treasure Hunt on May 1 9th, when the streets will t>e crowded .

with ttwusands of people watching the Desert Storm Parade. Also planned

for tf>e weekend of the 1 1 th is the infiltration of a flying saucer convention.

To climax this event, there will be a UFO landing at LAX. For more
informatnn, call 213-661-7331 or subscribe to their newsletter by sending $5

to THE ZONE, 6085 Venk» Blvd. #82, Los Angeles. CA 90034

FUTURE EVENTS
Burning Man Vokjnteers Needed!!! There will be many tasks to perform

for ttw test raising & display of the Buming Man at Ft. Mason this summer
solstk» (June 22nd). Those who can help will be on the inside track for the

actual buming in Black Rock Desert over Labor Day Weekend. Call: Larry

Harvey 415-621-3675, Sebastian Melmoth 415-566-3301 (transportation/

logistks), Louis Brill 415-664-0694 (publicity), Lynn Marsh 415-326-7574

(Bread Making).

WE ARE EVERYWHERE!!!
Do you know of any strange events, unusual

restaurants, weird bars, secret passageways into

underground tombs or other such urban playgrounds?

Call the Cacophony Society at 415- 665-0351

DEADLINE FOR JUNE EVENTS - FRIDAY, MAY 24

Rough Draft - Your key to monthly urban adventures and

strange events Is yours for only $10 for a one year subscription.

Send cash, or checks made out to cash to:

ROUGH DRAFT P.O. BOX 6392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94101
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The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered

networl< of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences

beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are that

shadowy effervescence of urban adventuring, the

cacophonous questioning of everyday living, the journeying

into the collective closets of our minds (look out for the

rubber swords and clown shoes!).

o

<

You may already be a member! ^ #:̂
?4<

* ISSUE #57
*

JUNE EVENTS IN SAN FRANCISCO:

CINEMATIC ADVENTURES
AKIRA: A bloody, violent, sci-fi animated film about a group of motorcycle

riding teenagers living in post-apocalyptic Tokyo who try to stop one of

the gang who has run amok after becoming empowered with telepathic

abilities in a government experiment. Dress up as an urban nomad, a rebel

techno-biker or mad government agent and join us as we watch

destructive celluloid juvenile delinquents violate all aspects of the social

contract.

When: Saturday, June 1st, 6:30 pm (film at 7 pm).

Where: The Roxie Theater, 3 1 1 7 - 1 7th St. near Valencia. Meei in front

@ 6:30 pm..

Cost: $5 for the ticket and money for snacks.

Wear appropriate depressed sci-fi costume or futuristic business attire.

Please no laser ray guns or other overt weapons.

For more info: Yahoon Doorstop 661 -6331

MASSAGE EVENING
A free, quiet, warm, massage party.

When: Friday, June 7, 8:30 pm.

Where: 1409 Shrader #2 (near Rivoli).

Why: To celebrate Avatar's new line of work as a paid masseur.

Bring : Yourself, best etiquette and whatever else.

To ask questions, call 681-4624. No smoking please.

Sponsored by letter combinations CT & PC.

RADIO CACOPHONY
A special 3-hour broadcast of eccentric music interspersed with

interviews of members describing past Cacophony events. There will also

be a city-wide treasure hunt/pursuit game with live telephone call-ins.

When: Saturday, June 1 5th, 8 to 1 1 pm

.

Where: KUSF Radio 90.3 FM
Info: KathyKetman, 221-0584

JUNE 17th

s the birthday of M. C. ESCHER. Write HAPPY BIRTHDAY! on your

favorite print and mail copies to your friends.

CACOPHONY CONGREGATION AT THE CASTLE
Come and hear tales of bizarre urban adventures as we slurp up our beer

and pass around tawdry photographs of past events. Look for the

confused but determined crowd on the 2nd floor.

When: Tuesday. June 18, 7:30 pm.

Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. @ Larkin

DEJA VU TO YOU
Where were you last year at f^arienbad? Where will you be when deja vu

strikes again? When time is suspended, what will you be wearing and what

you be saying? Are Dali's watches melting over your tree branches?

"Last Year at Marienbad" will be shown. Performances, costumes and

help with decor are needed. Bring booze, snacks, cushions and folding

chairs.

When: Friday, June 21 , 8 pm.

Info & location: Call Zeus at 355-6207.

BURNING MAN FILM AND ERECTION
We will once again assist the Burning Man in his ascendance. The man (a

beautifully-crafted 40-foot figure illuminated by a ghostly glow) will be

raised to a standing position from his berth on a 60-foot barge, moored

between Piers #2 and #3 at Fort f\^ason. Prior to the raising, a

reception and showing of past Burning f^an films will take place in Fort

Mason's Cowell Theater. After the raising, the man w\\ remain on the

barge for public viewing for 7 days. Assistance for this event will be

needed. Crowd monitoring, pre-event set-up, post-event clean-up and

registering attendees for the desert trek on Labor Day are a few of the

tasks at hand. Volunteers are also needed to babysit the Man during his

7-day stay at Fort Mason. We are required by the GGNRA to post a 24-

hour watch on/near the barge until the Man is disassembled and removed.

We will need 10-15 helpers for both the Fort Mason and desert events.

Interested? We're arranging the calender NOW.
When: Saturday, June 22, 7:30 pm.

Where: Fort Mason Center, Marina & Laguna Streets

Info: L. Harvey 621-3675 or S. Melmoth 566-3301.

A SILENT FILM FESTIVAL

A 3 film festival with an audience participation soundtrack. Audience

member musicians are asked to bring instruments and improvise music to

the silent films they watch. There will be breaks between films and people

are encouraged to bring refreshments. No smoking! Sponsored by Ronn

665-0219. Call now, attendance is limited.

When: Sunday, June 23rd, 7 pm.

Where: 1442 Judah Street



A CACOPHONOUS TEA PARTY
Relive the splendid decadence of yesteryear as we gather in elegant

attire and take afternoon tea in the magnificent Garden Court of the

newly-restored Palace Hotel. Tea, scones, cookies, chocolates and
"authentic" sandwiches will be ours for the feasting (and for the paying
of a moderate $16.00, which includes the three Tease-tea, tax and tip.)

Send: A note with your full name, marital status and phone number along
with a five dollar, non-refundable deposit by June 15. Please make checks
out to "Cash" and sign the front and back! Or leave the name blank and I

will fill it in. Send to: A Cacophonous Tea Party, 83 Downey Street, San
Francisco, CA 941 1 7. The remainder ($11) will be collected before the

event. If you don't show up, your deposit goes toward the tip. If you
forget to send a deposit on time, or want to cancel, call for info.

When: Saturday, June 29th, 2 pm. (try not to be late...we have
reservations!)

Where: The Palace Hotel.

Meet: At Lotta's Fountain, Market and Kearney Street.

Cost: $16

Dress: Victorian, Edwardian or none of the above (although something
formal or creative is urged).

Your Host: Sir Frederick Downey, K.G.B. 731-9207

SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY (Non-Cacophony Events)

Spike's Cafe (139 - 8th Street) will be holding a Twin Peaks party for

the final 2 episodes of this doomed TV show on f^onday, June 10th at 9
pm. Think how much more interesting this could be if you dress up as the

Log Lady or as the Giant! Info: 255-1392.

The Dreamers of Decadence and The Greater Bay Area Costumer's Guild

are sponsoring The First Annual Summer Romantic Poetry Competition on
Sunday, June 23 at 1 1 :30 AM. Meet promptly at the Boathouse at Stow
Lake in Golden Gate Park, where rowboats will be hired. Recitation of

works by the Romantic poets will occur as participants row past each
other on the Lake. Period dress required : 1798 to 1850. (Please note

that although both Cacophony and The Costumer's Guild enjoy doing

unusual events in unlikely locations, the CG has a much stricter dress code.

Please respect their sartorial wishes.)

Call Jwlhyfer (Julifer) at 864-5511 for details.

Serious treasure hunt buffs may want to look into the Pickle Family Circus

Treasure Hunt which will be held on Sunday, June 2nd. This city-wide

event is very big, very elaborate and very expensive! Info: 826-0747

June is National Accordion Awareness Month!

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otfierwise noted.

Deadline for June Events is Wednesday, June 26th.

« Cacophony Comments about the media taste of religion or vice versa.

»

What's on the menu for The Last Supper? The image of JESUS has been spotted amid the pasta on a Pizza Hut
billboard in Alanta, Georgia. A media spokesman has denied any intent at subliminal messages. «» Something you
won't find at See's Candy is a Tequila-flavored lollipop, complete with cactus beetle larva. To find the nearest sweet
shop which does carry this treat, call 1-800-EAT-WORM. «» The newest brand of smokes on the market comes in a
black package embossed with a skull and aossbones. Check your local novelty shops for DEATH cigarettes «» The
Coalition Against FANTASIA'S Exhibition has been continuing it's pressure against local treaters. This diverse
coalition against the Walt Disney film includes an anti-drug group opposed to the depiction of dancing mushrooms and
opium poppies, a local church which is against the satanic references, an organization of gay activists condemning the
stereotypical heterosexual centaurs, a clinic for weight disorders which is offended by the hippopotamus ballerinas
and a conservation group which is upset by the irresponsible waste of water by Mickey Mouse. Info: 415/731-9207
«» How do you feel about not-so-subliminal advertising on rental videos? In Miami, Florida, some young viewers,
watching "Lassie's Great Adventure" were exposed to a six minute tale of doggie porn. «»
Rough Draft has a new address . See below.

ENVELOPES! ENVELOPES! Once again, the cry goes out for envelopes! Rough Draft needs envelopes. The reason
for the pictures on the subscriber envelopes is to cover up the return address on the recycled business envelopes that
we use. Our supply is now exhausted and we need your help to find more. Check your local recycling center or grab a
box from where you work. Let us know and we'll make arrangements to pick them up.

WE ARE EVERYWHERE! Do you know of any strange events, unusual restaurants, weird bars, secret passageways
into underground tombs or other such urban playgrounds?
Call the Cacophony Society at 415/665-0351.

/ou can experience a year of extra-ordinary activities with a subscription to Rough Draft Send $1 to-

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

3 1991 Rough Draft, Edwina Pythagoras & Genevive J. Petrone, Editors. Please copy & distribute.
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JULY EVENTS:

A CACOPHONOUS TEA PARTY
Relive the splendid decadence of yesteryear as we gather in

elegant attire and take afternoon tea in the magnificent Garden Court of the
newly-restored Palace Hotel. Tea, scones, cookies, chocolates and
"authentic" sandwiches will be ours for the feasting (and for the paying of a
moderate $16, which includes the three Tease-tea, tax and tip.) Send : A note
with your full name, marital status and phone number along with a five dollar,

non-refundable deposit asap. Please make checks out to "Cash" and sign the
front and the back! Or leave the name blank and I will fill it in. Send to: A
Cacophonous Tea Party, 83 Downey Street, San Francisco, CA 94117. The
remainder ($11) will be collected before the event. If you don1 show up, your
deposit goes towards the tip. If you haveni sent a deposit by the day of the
event and still want to come, or want to cancel, call for info. Note: This event
was rescheduled from an earlier date.)

When: Saturday, July 6th, 2:30 Pl^

Where: Meet at Lotta's Fountain, Market & Kearney Streets
Cost: $16

Dress: Victorian, Edwardian or none of the above (although something formal
or creative is urged).

Your Host: Sir Frederick Downey, K.G.B. 731-9207

CLOWNS NIGHT AT CLOWN ALLEY (OR,
WHAT D'YA THINK OF MY POKER FACE NOW. BOZO??)

An infamous event from the storied past of a
certain notorious adventure group ancestral to Cacophony,
an event that many people know about and a few actually
attended, involved a menacing accumulation of clowns in

an unexpected context. Participants distributed themselves
at bus slops atong a certain Muni route, and on cue they
inexplicably boarded a randomly-selected bus, one or two at a time-
presumably leaving the innocent passengers permanently disturbed if not
twisted.

Tonight, we will gather in full clown regalia to attempt to recreate
the eerie ambience of that legendary event. After planning the exact timing
and nuances of the psychic assault to the strains of opera at a favorite bistro,
we will execute the plan at a well-known and aptly-named purveyor of carnivia
on tower Columbus, possibly followed by one or two additional tableaux
(B.Y 0. Idea). We will then retire to a more private setting for a friendly game
of Ctown Poker. Some people find it easier to be inscmtable in white face.
(P.S.-No rabid vegan clown protesters, please, i picture an event that's eerily
magical rather than obnoxious.)

When: Saturday, July 13th, 8:30 PM
Where: Meet at the Tosca Cafe, 242 Columbus Avenue between Broadway
and Montgomery.

Your Hosts: Urban (Koko) Shocker and his fiendishly cute sidekicks
Clarabelle and Buffoonery Bob.

INSECT CULT (LOCAL #2): INITIATION
AND POST-APOCALYPSE LUNCH

You are invited to join the second chapter of the Insect Cult. Details
of the first chapter will be divulged during initiation. We will meet in enemy
territory then walk a couple of blocks to our initiation and picnic site where we
will swap stories and eat lunch as we watch the end of the world pass by.
Prizes! Cast about for flies later, if you must.

Bring: 1) Your entomological paraphernalia, if you have any; 2) Food or drink
that you think may go well with insects; 3) Your best insect stories; 4) Warm
clothing for the Outer Sunset District.

When: Sunday, July 14th, High Noon
Where: Meet outside 3420 Judah Street for further instructions

Your host and chef: Jiminy, 848-6126

RSVP if you want to ensure sufficient insects.

A DAY WITH DAEDILUS II

This event will have two simultaneous parts. One will be a rappel
down a cliff tocated in the middle of San Francisco! This rappel is suitable for
all skill levels from beginners to...? The other part will be the climbing of a very
interesting and puzzling crack going up the same diff. Beginners will enjoy
seeing how far up they can climb and rock jocks will enjoy trying to reach the
top. There will be an experienced and knowledgeable leader to show
beginners how to do this to assist more experienced climbers. The
atmosphere will be non-professional and participation will be facilitated with
fun, comfort and safety as the main considerations. Climbing equipment will be
provided. Afterwards, we'll retire to the Hong Kong Restaurant on Church
Street for tasty and incredibly inexpensive Chinese food
When: Sunday, July 2l8t, 10:30 AM
Where: Meet Lincoln Way at 7th Avenue, just inside Golden Gate Park near
the baseball diamond. Please call to RSVP, as space is limited to 10 people.
Bnng: 1) A car if you have one, your feet if you don1; 2) $2 to cover
equipment costs; 3) Comfortable clothing allowing free movement; 4)
Sunscreen and hat; 5) A container of water for thirst (no water neaiby and
we'll be there several hours); 6) Snuggly-fitting sneakers or hiking boots; 7)
Snacks and munchies to keep you going through the day; 8) A day pack to
carry the above in, to leave your hands free; 9) A camera so someone can
take a picture of you on Hard Rock!
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CARNIVAL '92

Put on your dancin' shoes and team to samba, play a percussion

instrument, march in the bubble brigade or help plan and constnjct our

own float. We are preparing for Carnival '92. So bring your creative

ideas and enthusiasm to our organizational meeting. We will meet as a

group once a month and subgroups will plan their own meeting schedutes

to learn dances, etc.

When: Monday, July 22nd

Info: Gardenia Garlic 681-3189 or Bianca O'Blivion 621-1010

CACOPHONY MEETING
Do your friends and co-wori(ers think that you're a little bit strange?

Have you been longing to meet new frtends with a bizarre state of mind?

Do you think you know all there is to know about this cool grey city of love?

If you answered "yes" to even one of these questions, then you are advised

to come to the July meeting of the Cacophony Society, where embryonic

ideas for future events fly like bees and you may actually get to see

photos of past events! You will not be disappointed.

Bring along some dough for food & drink.

When: Tuesday, July 23rd, 7:30 PM
Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. @ Larkin

THE 2nd ANNUAL GREAT AMERICAN 1950'S TUPPERWARE
BACKYARD BARBEQUE

Pull on your Pedal Pushers & Bermuda Shorts for the 2nd

Annual Great American Backyard Barbeque & Improv Jazz Party. In the

spirit all great cookouts, bring something to throw on the grill & food &
drink to share. (Please bring food in your best picnic Tuppenware. Don't

forget musical instruments & your favorite '50's records & tapes.)

When: Sunday, July 28th, 2:00 PM
Where: A suburban home in the Sunset District.

Info: 681-3189

FUTUREiviNTS;
Aug 31st, Labor Day Weekend: BURNING MAN IN THE BLACK ROCK
DESERT Once again, we will accompany the Burning Man into the vast

Black Rock Desert for an event-filled weekend. Scheduled activittes

include: wind sailing, a formal-dress cocktail party, the construction of a
brick oven, bread baking, hot springs bathing, hot air balloons, bungee
jumping, the 0X0 Bar and Lounge, the Desert Rat Cafe, music, dancing,

theatrics, video & filmaking, an elaborate photography event (strange

objects and costumed people will be staged at special locations on the

desert floor), and of course, the erection and conflagration of the

Burning hton. Lastyear, some 150 peopte were at this event There is a

$15 admission fee for each adult. Info: 621-3675

You must purchase vour rfisprvation beforp .InIv 31 st Send your check
to:

BURNING MAN
575 Pierce St,. #102

San Francisco, CA 941 17

Sept 15th: 1910 BEACH PARTY A costumed event at the SF Sand
Castle Competitran. We will wear turn-of-the-century swimware as we
frolic on the beach. Cost of costuming materials required.

RETURN OF THE AFRICAN QIJFPN A unique late evening potluck

bart)eque as we board a decaying, 45 foot, wooden ship which has been
mired in the delta mud for many decades.

ANGEL ISLAND AFTER DARK? H.P. Lovecraft is brought back from

the dead during an overnight cam pout on Angel Island. We will become the

characters in our own dari< performance.

A series of ONE ACT PLAYS performed in the stores around Union

Square.

SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY:
YLEM FORUM: 3-D: Of Art & Opportunity

YLEM, an organization involved in exploring art and technology will

present a Forum titled "3-D: Of Art & Opportunity" on the artistic use

of various three-dimensional imaging processes. Artists, using painting,

computer graphics, multi-image, film , tetevision and phscollography will

demonstrate examples of their work in 3-D. Discussion to follow.

When: Wednesday, July 24th, 7:30 PM
Where: San Francisco Exploratorium in the McBean Theater

Co^t* Frpp

Info: Louis Brill 664-0694

C.A.F.E. - In the grand tradition of Cacophony infiltrations, we will appear

incognito with the Coalition Against Fantasia's Exhibition. They will

demonstrate once again at the Castro Theater. These denouncers of

Walt Disney's masterpiece are angry about the commercialization of

classical music, scenes which are too spooky for kids, ovenveight balterina

stereotypes, Mickey Mouse wasting water, evolution, Satan, sexist

centaurs and dancing, psychedelic mushrooms! We blended in at some of

their earlier demonstrations and managed to make these people bok even

more foolish than they are! They didn't catch on before, so if we play it

straight, maybe we can pull it off again...

When: Sunday, July 7th around 3:30 PM
Where: Castro Theater

« Cacophony Comments about choosing your food, freedom and speech»

You can get a copy of The Food Insects Newsletter" by sending $5 to:

Gene DeFoliart, DepL of Entomology, 545 Russell Laboratories,

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl 53706 <o> The first attack by

Americanized killer bees has been reported in South Texas recently. The

victim, Jesus Diaz, is quoted as saying: "They gang up on you. Hate

dominates them." «» The Louisiana Tourist Bureau is looking for ways to

fix those pesky critters. If you have any good recipe ideas, call 1-800-33-

GUMBO. <o> There is a Hot Cat somewhere in Berkeley. A garbage

truck was refused entry to a local dump when it set off a radioactivity

alarm at the entrance. A search of the load turned up a box of used kitty

litter containing radioactive droppings. Berkeley is a nuclear-free-zone.

<o> Among the refuse washing upon the coast of Oregon is thousands of

tennis shoes. One year ago, a cargo ship tost a container full of Nike shoes

during a stomi. Since they are not coming ashore in pairs, a shoe exchange

has been set up by local beachcombers. «» If you prefer to wear

something tougher, try the "Leather Weekend '91" on July 26, 27, 28.

Billed as a weekend of "unparalleled self-expression", the brochure lists

such highlights as Leather Arts, Workshops, Exhibittonism, Fetishism,

Fashion Show, Special Performances, a Mystery Slave and a Sunday

morning S&M Brunch. The only plastic they accept is your credit card.

FAX 415/585-8334 «» The National Stuttering Project recently held

a demonstration at Warner Bros. Studios to protest the Porky Pig

cartoon character. They claim that the animated mve is used in a

negative, derogatory way against kids who stutter. <o> If you find

something that's out-of-the-ordinary, please send it to Rough Draft.

«» Our special thanks this month to John Dowdell and the Funeral

Service Institute.

WEARE EVERYWHERE! Do you know ofany strange events, unusual

restaurants, weird t)ars, secret passageways into underground tombs or

other such urban f^aygrounds ?

Call the Cacophony Society at 415/665-0351.

You can experience a year of extra-ordinary activities with a subscription

to Rough Draft. Send $10 to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6390

© 1991 Rough Draft, Ewina Pythagoras & Genevive J. Petrone, Editors.

Please copy & distribute.



ISSUE #59 AUGUST, 1991
"The official organ of the San Francisco Cacophony Society"

The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the pursuit of

experiences beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are the fifth dimension of San Francisco's

underworld the colorful void into which all lost objects travel, the secret door into a part of your mind which

you didn't even know was there! You may already be a member.

The Waste Land 1991

When: Sunday, August 4th, 1 PM
Where: Amador Street, oft Cargo Way near Third Street.

Meet in front of the grain silos.

'And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,

And the dry stone no sound of water. Only

There is shadow under this red rock,

(Come in under the shadow of this red rock),

And I will show you something different from either

Your shadow at morning striding behind you

Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;

I will show you fear in a handful of dust.

'

.. We will go on a walking tour of San Francisco's post-Eliot industrial waste land,

ending on a bleached and abandoned beach to enjoy barbeque and other non-

Jfechnological eats and drinks while we discuss whether the waste land is a sterile

'place doomed to extinction by the fatal flaw of our over-developed frontal lobes

or if we can awaken a spiritually potent white knight of the soul to release

ourselves from human kind's love affair with invention.

Bring: 1) Sun screen and hat; 2) Food to barbeque and share; 3) Something

congenial to drink; 4) A blanket or other picnic surface; 5) Hiking boots or

sneakers; 6) A day pack to carry it all in. Barbeque and charcoal will be

provided.

Cost: $2

Your Host: Harry Haller, 415/751-7502,

The Marcel Proust Support Group

If you are among the lucky few to have been thoroughly captivated by

Remembrance of Things Past, and consuming this fabulous work at the agreed

rate of ten pages per day (at least three of us are, in fact, doing so), you would

be, as of August 1 , on page 770 of Volume II, or collectively, on page 1802; so

absorbed are we in our reading, each in the solitude of our cork-lined chambers,

that we have neglected to gather together for discussion, except serendipitously,

but we plan to do so, in the Proustian ambiance of The Compass Rose at the St.

Francis Hotel, on the evening of Thursday, August 8th, at the reasonable hour of

8:30 Pf^.

Requiem for a Sunrise (August 6th, 8:15 AM, 1945) Poetry Breakfast
When: Saturday, August 10th, 8:15 AM
Where: At the strange tile thing in the shadow of the Jeremiah O'Brien,

Fort Mason.

'War was return of earth to ugly earth,

War was foundering of sublimities,

Extinction of each happy art and faith.

By which the world had still kept head in the air.

Protesting logic or protesting love,

Until the unendurable moment struck-

The inward scream, the duty to run mad.

And we recall the merry ways of guns-
Nibbling the walls of factory and church

Like a child, piecrust: felling groves of trees

Like a child, dandelions with a switch.

Machine-guns rattle toy-like from a hill

Down in a row the brave tin-soldiers fall:

A sight to be recalled in elder days

When learnedly the future we devote

To yet more boastful visions of despair.

"

Bring: Thematic poetry to read, breakfast goodies to eat and drink.

Your Hostess: Geli Tripping

-:^

(Actually, the risks from
low-!evel~ waste disposal are so low
as to be insignificant to any person

or the environment. I've handled bar-

rels of the stuff myself.)



I Like My Films & My Coffee Black!

Join us as we enliven the Padlic Film Archive's film noir series by showing up

to see THE PHENIX CITY STORY and KANSAS CITY CONFIDENTIAL in our

best sleazy '40's and '50's attire: snap brim hats and sneers for men; slinky

dresses and coy looks for women. And .38's wherever you wanna hide 'em.

When: Saturday, August 10th, 6:00 PM sharp (films starl at 7:30)

Meet: Lincoln Way at 7th Ave. near the baseball diamond. (We'll carpod to

Beri<eley from there.)

Your host: Mugsy Spaulding

Parallax Party

The Parallax Party will kick off the 1992 election campaign with a gala event

at it's San Francisco headquarters. There will be flags and balloons a'plenty as

Greg Autry Wallace throws his stove pipe hat into the ring and becomes the

Parallax Party standard bearer. He will recount his youth, growing up in a

Lincoln Log cabin, introduce his running mate, Mike Lepon, and unveil his plans

to put a bag on the moon, build a city on the sun, and raise John Frankenstein

Kennedy from the dead. As Kurt Cline has said: 'A vote for Greg Wallace is a

vote for pumpkin pie on every table, not in every brain pan. A vote for Greg

Wallace is a vote for super-luminous beings of incredible magnitude.' Also

featured will be the new LP by the fabulous Frankenstein Sinatra and a special

guest appearance by John Dark.

When: Saturday, August 10th, 8 PM
Where: 1442 Judah St., upstairs flat.

Info: 415/665-0219. Ask for Ronn or Greg. Campaign contributions of food

and beverage welcome.

Cacophony Meeting

The time has come once again to gather in the shadows of the Edinburgh

Castle and hear tales of past events and intimations of future ones. Even if you

weren't present that night we took over the lingerie department at Mac/s,

we've got the photos to share, so come on down I A penchant for fish and chips

is encouraged.

When: Tuesday, August 20, 7:30 PM
Where: The upstairs room at the Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. @ Larkin

Beat the Christmas Rush Picnic (Elf Descending a Hotdog)

We'll make surreal tableaux and photograph them; one scene will be made
into my holiday card to send out in December (every attendee will receive one).

You are encouraged to bring your own camera and pose us in your fantasy

picture. We did this event a few years back, and the end result was an 'Alice in

Wonderland Meets Magritte'-type scene, and I would like to continue along

those non-seasonal nana lines. After May Ray, we'll man wich Al Fresco. And
let me be the first to wish you a Merry Christmas!

When: Sunday, August 25, 1:30 PM
Where: 'The Thinker" Statue, Palace of Legion of Honor, Lincoln Park,

near 33rd Avenue & Clement Street.

Bring: Odd costumes and props, a peculiar gift to exchange and

some picnk: food and drink to share.

Your Host: Santa Duchamp, 415/673-6629

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::CACOPHONYCOMMENTS::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::v-

«» Gorilla Art in Berkeley? There is fenced-in vacant lot at the corner of

Telegraph & Haste that has become a rogue art gallery. The exhibit contains

paintings, constructions, day-glow painted TVs and other tributes to modern life.

If you wish to add to the collection, the best time is around 2 am. There is an

opening in the fence in the back corner. «» 'Twin Peaks', the movie, will

make its debut at your local theater sometime in 1992. «» In Britain, 6

parakeets which were used as poison gas detectors during the Persian Gulf war

were awarded citations for bravery. «» An Oklahoma woman, wanting to rid

her home of insect pests, set off 18 bug bombs before going over to a

neighbors house. While they were drinking tea, the woman's house-trailer

exploded when the high concentration of pesticide reached a pilot light. «»
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY EVENTS::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

«» The third annual Ivy Club Treasure Hunt will add a twist to the hunt game
in SF on Sept. 21st.. Each team will write a due to be solved by the rest of the

teams. For $18 they will put you on a team (like 'an all day blind date from hell in

a small car') or you can enter your own team (of up to 5 people) for $60. Later,

there will be a party in Padfic Heights. For more info, call Alexandra Dixon,

Huntmistress at 415/995-2324. «» 'The Freeway Is Falling' a multimedia slide

show about the destruction of the Embarcadero Freeway will be presented

behind a live group of nursing mothers. The show(?) will be held on August 4th,

4 pm, at the Art Ranch, 136 Alpha Street, near the south end of 3rd Street.

«» Lisa B. Herskovits, publisher of 'Bikini Girl Magazine', has invited all

Cacophony Sodely members to attend a rowdy networking party on August

15th at Nightingale's Bar on East 13th St. 4 2nd Ave. in Manhattan, New York .

The fun starts at 6 pm. You can give Lisa a call @ 212/704-7854. «»

WE ARE EVERYWHERE! Do you know of any strange events, unusual

restaurants, weird bars, secret passageways into underground tombs or other

such urban playgrounds? Call the Cacophony Sodety at 415/665-0351.

You can experience a year of extra-ordinary adivities with a subscription to

Rough Draft. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. Box 426392

San Francisco, CA 94142-6392

ABOUT THOSE CRAZY ENVELOPES... like some form of random digital image
sampling, each subscriber envelope comes with a unique image. These images
are seleded & clipped from the voluminous mass of discarded magazines

produced by human culture. We recyde the mental landfill!

For Cacophony events in Los Angeles, send $10 to:

THE ZONE
6085 Venice Blvd. #82

Los Angeles, CA 90034

© 1991 Rough Draft, Edwina Pythagoras & Genevive J. Petrone, Editors.

Please copy & distribute.

Travel To the Black Rock Desert,

Raise A Giant Man And Burn Him!

Labor Day Weekend, Aug 31st, Sept. 1st & 2nd.

Once again, we will accompany the Burning Man into the vast 1400 square
mile Nevada desert for an event-filled weekend. In the mkJdIe of this barren
flat, we will create a temporary community around a 4-story tall wooden man,
sheathed in blue neon. Scheduled adivities indude: desert surfing, wind sailing,

a formal-dress cocktail parly, music, dandng, bread baking in a brick oven, hot'

springs bathing, bungee jumping from a hot air balloon, the 0X0 Lounge, the

Desert Rat Cafe, an elaborate photography event, a dada shaman ritual by the

Lost Indian Tribe of San Francisco, and of course, the eredion and /

conflagration of the Burning Man. To join this annual desert trek, please serf

check ($15 per person) to:
^

BURNING MAN
575 Pierce St. #102

San Frandsco, CA 94117

You will receive a map and desert guide. Please indicate interest in carpooling.

There will be caravans leaving on the evenings of Aug. 29th & Aug. 30th. Some
events and services may be extra. For more info call 41 5/566-3301

.

SEPTEMBER EVENTS
The Cacophony Birthday Party

We are 5 years old. Bring cake and party hats. We'll be handing out copies

of Rough Draft issue #1 , displaying photos, news clippings, showing videos of

past events, and telling those wild stories. Bring money for beer.

When: Tuesday, September 24th, 7:30 PM.
Where: The upstairs room at the Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. @ Larkin

The San Francisco Mystery Hunt
A chance to play Sherlock Holmes and Indiana Jones, ferreting out clues

hidden in a dozen obscure locations around San Frandsco. If you think you
know the City's hidden nooks and crannies, if you relish a good clue-solving

game, this is for you. Similar to the annual Chinese New Year's Treasure Hunt,
only on a citywide scale. Parlidpants will be divided into teams of 4 or 5, each
traveling in one vehicle, and will be given maps dividing the city into 12 zones. A
dozen written dues will lead to a hidden location in each zone. Come as a team,
or individually, and we'll pair you up with other folks.

Bring: Vehides gassed up; $2 materials fee; any reference works you think

appropriate; a spirit of adventure, a zest for experience and a good 25 cent

cigar. Calling to reserve a team slot is encouraged. (Participants in the PFC
Treasure Hunts are, alas, ineligible to compete).

When: Saturday, September 28th, 2 PM
Where: Meet on the steps of the Main Library, Larkin & McAllister Streets

Your host: Jeffrey Spaulding, 415/564-5047

All events are in San Frandsco & free unless otherwise noted.

Deadline for September Events is Friday, Aug 23rd.

..•:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::FUTURE EVENTS IN THE PLANNING:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;

Casting call for those who would like work on The Souare at Nioht .

An evening of one acts performed in various Union Square locations, including

hotels, stores and sidewalks. Short scenes ranging from 2 to 5 minutes are
needed. The major theme will be love-lost, true, forsaken, etc. Actors and
enthusiastic production help are also desperately needed. If you wish to submit
pieces or contribute in any other creative way, please call.

Yahoon Doorstop, 415/661-6331 evenings.

Return Of The African Queen . A unique late evening potluck

barbeque as we board a decaying, 45 foot, wooden ship which has been mired
in the delta mud for many decades.

Anael Island After Dark? H.P. Lovecraft is brought back from the

dead during an ovemight campout on Angel Island. We will become the

characters in our own dark performance.
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Thrill To The Sounds Of Bassey At Her Best

Stars of the human variety are supposed to be larger than life

like their celestial equivalents. When one rises to the top of the success

tree as a singer or actor, one must be prepared to become something of a

goldfish in a bowl, observed by all and sundry at all times, and always be

expected to be a spectacular goldfish in life style and behavior, tvlost

stars are not enamored with this constantly glaring spotlight, but it's all

part of the panoply of popularity, and if you are SHIRLEY BASSEY, you

cope with it exceptionally well, and you are larger than life.

'

We will converge to toast and pay tribute to this half-

forgotten Priestess of Pop Pablum. The event will consist of observing a

short audio-visual presentation on the life and art of the Sassy (vliss

Bassey, followed by listening (reverently, of course) to selected works,

including "Gold Finger", "Hey Big Spender" and an array of her other

sparkling hits ... well ... wanna-be hits. We will also sip cocktails and hob-

nob in hushed whispers between classics.

lifted from Shirley Bassey I Wish You Love LP liner notes.

When: Thursday, September 19th, 8:30 pm (event will start semi-

promptly and will be in the "short but sweet" category)

Where: 243 Lincoln Way #1 , near 4th Ave.

Bring: Cocktail regalia and paraphernalia.

Info: 415/665-0351

The Red Cent Equinox Extravganza

Find a penny pick it up, all day long you'll have good luck.

Join Peter Copperseed as he parades down Haight Street scattering

copious copper coinage and bringing good karma to all the boys and girls.

Bring your extra pennies, outrageous ensemble and any interest-bearing

ideas for later.

When: Sunday, September 22nd, 2 pm.

Meet: at the corner of Haight & Ashbury.

Info: 415/665-0351

The Cacophony Birthday Party

We are 5 years old with this issue.

We'll be showing videos, displaying

photos and news clippings and handing

out copies of Rough Draft issue #1.

This is the time to hear those wild

stories about memorable events and

past pranks. And we can plan some

new ones!

When: Tuesday, September 24th,

7:30 pm,

Where: The upstairs room at the

Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St.

near Larkin, Bring your favorite

party hat, some money for beer and a

cake if you wish.



The San Francisco Mystery Hunt

A chance to play Sherlock Holmes and Indiana Jones, ferreting

out clues hidden in a dozen obscure locations around San Francisco. If you

think you know the City's hidden nooks and crannies, if you relish a good

clue-solving game, this is for you. Similar to the annual Chinese New

Year's Treasure Hunt, only on a citywide scale. Participants will be

divided into teams of 4 or 5, each traveling in one vehicle, and will be given

maps dividing the city into 12 zones. A dozen written clues will lead to a

hidden location in each zone. Come as a team, or individually, and we'll pair

you up with other folks.

When: Saturday, September 28th, 2 pm.

Where: Meet on the steps of the Main Library, Larkin & McAllister Sts.

Bring: Vehicles gassed up; $2 materials fee; any reference works you

think appropriate; a spirit of adventure, a zest for experience and a

good 25 cent cigar. Calling to reserve a team slot is encouraged.

(Participants in the PFC Treasure Hunts are, alas, ineligible to

compete). Your host: Jeffrey Spaulding, 415/564-5047

A Group Art Show And Reception

Show your stuff! This reception is open to artists and non-

artists alike. Wine and cheese will be available.

When: Sunday, September 29th, 6 pm to midnight.

Where: 1442 Judah St, upstairs fiat.

Artists may bnng up to 5 pieces which must be installed by Saturday,

September 28th.

Call for appointment, 415/665-0219. Ronn "Art-Pert" Rosen, Curator.

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted.

Deadline for listing October Events is Friday, September 27th.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY EVENTS ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

«» The Art Deco Society is sponsoring their annual picnic on Sunday,

Sept. 8th at the Dunsmuir Home in Oakland. You can experience an

afternoon in 1925 at this beautiful estate. After a sumptuous picnic

supper, you stroll through ten acres of gardens, admire the great white

mansion and then, under the fluttering paper lanterns, tango and foxtrot

into the twilight. Admission is $25, reservations must be made by Sept.

2nd. If you wish to join other cacophony members for a Gatsby Summer

Afternoon, call Gardenia at 415/681-3189 or Rainer at 415/731-5797.

WE ARE EVERYWHERE! Do you know of any strange events, unusual

restaurants, weird bars, secret passageways into underground tombs or

other such urban playgrounds'!*

Call the Cacophony Society at 415/665-0351.

You can experience a year of extra-ordinary activities with a subscription

to Rough Draft. Send $10 to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

© 1991 Rougfi Draft, Edwina Pythagoras & Genevive J. Petrone, Editors.
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OBITUARY
Twinkle Toes passed away quietly on August 19th. She was a

veteran of many events including The Oakland Sewer Tour and the

Bart Lounge. Twinkle Toes is survived by Lisa, Amanda, Noah

Knows, and Uncle Mike. Services (and a w/ake) will be held at the

Presido Pet Cemetery, located near

the intersection of Chrissy Field &

IVlcDowell Avenues, on Thursday,

September 12th, 8 pm. Bring

plastic flowers, trinkets, and

icons for decoration.

Wear black.

Info: 415/824-8525

::::::::::::::::::::: FUTURE EVENT IDEAS IN THE PLANNING ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Casting call for those who would like work on The Square at

Night. An evening of one acts performed in various Union Square

locations, including hotels, stores and sidewalks. Short scenes ranging

from 2 to 5 minutes are needed. The major theme will be love-lost, true,

forsaken, etc. Actors and enthusiastic production help are also

desperately needed. If you wish to submit pieces or contribute in any

other creative way, please call. Yahoon Doorstop, 415/661-6331

evenings. <o> Something Fishy is being planned for the menu at the

Steinhart Aquarium. «» Mr. Bubble will once again unroll several hundred

feet of Halloween dada on Castro Street. The usual reaction of the

crowd is expected. «» Have you ever wanted to toss your TV from a

second story balcony? Bring your old set to the Kill Yotjr TV event. It||

must be in some kind of working condition since it will be operating on^!

impact. Yes, the event will be captured on video tape. «» The Atomic

Cafe is now exploring the site of it's 3rd underground blast. «» And

there are even more half-baked ideas like... The Haopv Donut Contest ani

Paintball Clowns?

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: CACOPHONY COMMENTS :::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::;

«<»The reincarnation of San Francisco's Emperor Norton is currently"

living in a school bus at the corner of Third and 25th Street. His royal

majesty, "Emperor Arcadia", has expanded his realm to include the entire

planet. Taking the position that government is corrupt, religion is

possessed, and that most of humanity is in an embryonic state of

development which he described as zombies, his first edict has been to

claim diplomatic immunity for himself and declare the Earth bankrupt. In

his capacity as Jesus Christ, Satan, the Holy Ghost, the Director-General

of the United Nations, King, Metaphysician and The Lord Messiah, he has

offered to heal the sick, provide a guaranteed income, and punish the

guilty by spanking. His two-page tract ends by stating that everything is

an illusion and none of us are actually here. Great stuff, but even if you

don't stop by for a chat, be sure to see his bus. It's a real work of art!

«» In Florida, the Saviour has allowed himself to be recorded by the

Christian Faith Phone Network. You can now hear HIS voice by calling

900-773-5378 (just $1 .95 a minute). Sounds like a sell-out. If you wish

to register a protest, you can dial direct to his virgin mother at 1-800-

232-MARY. Does anyone have God's fax number? «» For those who are

following the progress of the Fantasia Protest, get a copy of Time

magazine, Aug 12th. «» If you find something that's out-of-the-

ordinary, please send it to Rough Draft.

1
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The Zone of the Unknown
Friday, October 4th, 7 pm

Are you ieeling bored, run down, exislentially

blah? Are you hungry for the unanticipated in

your life? Do you surprise easily? Does the

mysterious seem to pass you by? If you answered

YES to any ONE of these questions, then the Zone

of the Unknown is for you. Attend the ZPP (Zone

Planning Party) to find out how to expect the

unexpected during October. (Note to previous

Zone Trip participants: this Zone is conceptual

rather than geographical.)

Where: Z.O.T.U. Planning Headquarters at 626 -

33rd Ave. #8 (between Balboa and Anza Sts.)

Bring: Drinks and some nicer hors d'oeuvres

. .^ to share.

&> Your Host: Harry Haller, 415/751-7502.

i:\

I Know Thou Art, Prithee What Am I?

Saturday, October 5th, 2 pm
"A Comedy of Erors" meets 'Pee Wee's

Playhouse". Imagine Shakespeare's

tackiest play set in Pee Wee Hennan's wacky

mondo! fslo parts are rehearsed, this is an

audience-participation party, held by Joeworks.

Bring your copy of the script, your own

character interpretation, your own food/non-

alcoholic beverages, your great looks and winning

personalities plus goofy sound effects. To grab a

role, contact Joe Collins at 510/653-4571.

Where: The Redwood Memorial Grove in Golden

Gate Park (just west of the Rose Garden on JFK

Drive).

I r4

Perhaps the "P"-€St Party on the Planet!

Friday, October 11th, promptly, post- or pre-7 pm
Participate in parior games for prizes. Prate poetry,

prose. Paint pictures, play with playdough. Portray

peculiar personalities (i.e., pirate, pharmacist, Pee

Wee, pigmy, playboy playmate, paranoid psychotic,

pilgrim or pervert, etc.). Please pack a potluck

picnic (i.e., purple Peruvian potatoes, pina coladas,

pickles, pork, poundcake, etc.). Prepare to pee

plenty in private privy. Pseudonyms prefered.

\ Brought to you by the letter "P". Problems?

Phone Pocket Pet People at 415/824-8525.

Where: 297 Richland Ave, south side of

Bernal Heights, near Holly Park.

,>»

-n'*^

i*^^^! A?V.

The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the
pursuit of experiences beyond the pale of mainstream society* We are the dossed
seekers of the stranse, the unsettled urban masterminds of hidden fun and saboteurs
of the mundane. You may already be a member!
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RequtemForAView
Thursday, October 17th, 5:04 pm

As a tribute to the passing of a monolithic era, the last privately-owned car to

drive on the Embarcadero Freeway will approximate the route traveled

exactly one year ago. Be at the Ferry Building sometime after 5 pm and look

for the battered Olds Cutlass. You may want to bring a bottle of champagne

to christen the stern.

Skating The Wasteland

Saturday, October 19th, Noon

We will convene in a flat, abandoned world high above the twisted, decayed

wreckage left when mankind inevitably devolved to a more comfortable

primordial state. With any luck the rennaining denizens will not be able to catch

us. Rent skates (from 10 am to 1 1 :30 am) at Magic Skate Company, 3038

Fulton St at 6th Ave, $12.50 per pair. Skates must be back by 5 pm that day.

This is the cheapest rental anywhere, get there ASAP, skates go fast on

Saturday. Meet at 12 noon in the parking k)t on the North side of Amiy St.

between Missouri and Mississippi Sts. Come even if you can1 skate. Bring 1)

casual post-atomic skating garb, 2) knee pads, 3) boom boxes with

appropriate music, 4) snacks and drinks. Skateboards? ID required!! Rain or

heavy overcast will postpone this event until Sunday, Oct. 20th (same

time/place). Sabastion Melmolh 415/566-331©^ I

The Cacophony Meeting

Monday, October 21st, 7:30 pm

Bring a dead or slumbering mind back to life at the latest of the monthly

meetings of the Cacophony Society. You can be shy and hide in the shadows

downstairs or be bold and join the in wild melee upstairs where all ideas are

welcome and a good tale will be guaranteed to cause mirthful laughter. Got

any good ideas for a November event?

Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. near Larkin.

Backyard Weed Electrocution and Barbecue

Saturday, October 26th, 6:30 pm

Experience Michael Kan's 'Poisonous Electric Wire Juice" first hand. See

plants light up, steam, pop and wilt before your very eyes. Kan built this

custom gardening devfoe and wants to give us a live demonstration. To make

the party complete, a barbecue will be set up for potluck treats. Dress warmly

and wear rubber soled shoes. Event will be cancelled in case of damp

weather. Call first: Steve 415/5487-2628,

Where: 125 Pope St. near corner of Geneva and Mission Sts.

The 3rd Annual Mr. But)ble Halloween Prank

Thursday, October 31st, 9 pm

Mister Bubble will once again unroll several hundred feet of plastic bubble

wrap (a la Christo) down the center of Castro Street between 17th and 19th,

The usual reaction of the crowd is expected,

NOVEMBER EVENTS
Spawn Until Yer Batteries Drain!

Sunday, November 3rd, 3:30 pm
Gather outside the Steinharl Aquarium to take part in a glowing fishy event.

Fifteen people are needed to be luminous neon fishheads to tour the aquarium

and commune with the captives therein, Aftenwards, we will assemble outside

to light a neon bonfire and barbecue fish sticks (or anything else you would like

to bring). Wear something appropriately fishy (hip waders are optional), bring

enough money for admission to the aquarium, and at least 8 AA alkaline

batteries (twice that if you would like to spawn tonger). Neon fish headgear will

be provided. Get your minimum daily requirements of EMR and be a fishhead

too! This event is sponsored by Karl's Garage-O-Neon where if it's art, it's in

the garage. Call 415/822-2523 for more info.

Burning Man Benefit

Thursday, November 7th.

Re-live the l.abor Bay Burning Man experience in the comfort of a SOMA club.

Share the film, video, sIkJe show, live music and fire dancing. More details in

the November issue of Rough Draft.

Charles Bukowski Support Group

Friday. November 8th

'Maybe I should have hiiowed up thai giri with tits in art dass, but it's hard to

please a woman'- from the published wori« of Charles Bukowski.

All events are in San Francisco & tree unless otherwise noted. Deadline for

November events is October 25th. If you mailed in an event write up and have

not received an acknowledgement trom us, be sure to call, some mail has

arrived 2 weeks late. 415/665-0351

::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::: SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY EVENTS ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Virtnrian Mouminn at the Nentune Society Columbarium-The Greater Bay

Area Costumer's Guild (Dreamers of Decadence) presents an afternoon of

atmosphere, poetry, history and an exhibitfon of Victorian Mourning and

fashionable bJack accessories and attire on Sunday, October 20, 1 - 5 pm, to

be held at the Columbarium at One Loraine Court, behind the Coronet

Theater which is at Geary and Arguello Blvds. There will be a slide show and

lecture on dothing and customs surrounding death in the Vk:torian Era, plus ar

infomial talk on "The Art and Architecture of Death". Please dress in your

finest Victorian mourning garments or in pure and tasteful black. No one will be

admitted after 1:30 pm (or without black dothing). For more info: 510/486-

8232.

::::::::::::::::::::::::: FUTURE EVENT IDEAS IN THE PLANNING ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Have you ever wanted to toss your TV from a second story balcony? Bring

your old set to the Kill Your TV event, «» Day of the Dead is fooking for a

space in which to come alive. «» The Atomic Cafe is now exploring the site

of it's 3rd underground blast, «» Anonymous Sex Sensorium: Experience

safe sex arousal with other people completely anonymously! «»

CACOPHONY COMMENTS
900/568-7799 is the phone number for Dial-a-Pope (in Spanish) at $4 per call.

«» Where are The Billboard Liberators now that we're tired of seeing that

hard-packed, phallic-faced, sexist beast known as the Camelman? «» You

can receive a nify pamphlet of dada-attered ads by sending a dollar and a

SASE to: The Stranger, P.O. Box 31848, Seattle, WA 98103 (also available on

HyperCard stack, just include a disk) «» We found the inscription below on

an imported candy wrapper. You can make your own translation.
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PERSONALS
Voluptuous, brown female with tong tail seeks large, furry, fertile male for one

night stand. Norwegian rodent stock preferred. Call 415/824-8525.

REVIEWS
"Color Photographs and Sculpture" by Sandy Skogland consists of eriee

scenes which have a style resembling some staged cacophony events. A free

exhibit through November 2nd @ Kyle Roberts Gallery,185 Post St, San

Francisco.

"Barton Fink" is a real treat for David Lynch fans as Eraser Head meets Blue

Velvet in 1940 Los Angeles, Now showing at local theaters.

CACOPHONY HOTLINE

Rough Draft subscribers who would like to be called about spontaneous

events that often arise between newsletters should call the Cacophony

Society at 415/665-0351 . Please leave your name, phone number and an^

special interests you may have.

LOST & FOUND
Various articles often appear after

cacophony events. Give us a call if you
^

want to report a missing item or claim one

Here's the current list. LOST: a theatrical

makeup kit. FOUND: a rhinestone

bracelet, one goW glove, a head-mounted

flashlight, uoibrella, frying pan and a denim

jacket (with 7 condoms, 2 sets of earplugs

and a Davkj Bowie concert ticket in the

pocket),

SUBSCRIBE!

You can experience a year of extra-

ordinary activities with a subscription to

Rough Draft, Each monthly issue comes in

a unique image envelope stuffed with

strange things. Send $10 (check or money

order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

is 1991 Rough Draft, Dr. Edwina

Pythagoras & Genevive J. Petrone,

Editors. Please copy & distribute

OBITUARY FOR A ROAD KILL

Fate intervened in tne early morning hours of September 3rd as the paths of a black bear

and the 504 Special converged on Highway 299, just East of Redding. We regret to report

that the bear did not survive the collision. A memorial service for the bruin is being planned

along witn a fund raiser to restore tne car to its onginai. eartnouaKe-oamaged condition.
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Spawn Until Yer Batteries Drain!

When: Sunday, November Srd, 3:30 PM
Where: Steinhart Aquarium in Golden Gate Park.

Gather outside the Steinhart Aquarium to take part in a

glowing fishy event. Fifteen people are needed to be

luminous neon fishheads to tour the aquarium and

commune with the captives therein. Afterwards, we will

assemble outside to light a neon bonfire and barbecue

fish sticks (or anything else you would like to bring).

Wear something appropriately fishy (hip waders are

opdonal), bring enough money for admission to the

aquarium, and at least 8 AA alkaline batteries (twice that

if you would like to spawn longer) . Neon fish headgear

will be provided. Get your minimum daily requirements

of EMR and be a fishhead too! This event is sponsored by

Karl's Garage-O-Neon where if it's art, it's in the garage.

Call 415/822-2523 for more info.

The Zone of the Unknown
When: Wednesday, November, 6th, 8:30 PM
Where: Z.O.T.U. Planning Headquarters at 626 -

33rd Ave. #8 (btwn. Balboa and Anza)

Many people complained about not being able to

pardcipate in last month's Z.O.T.U. Rumors about

the mysterious goings on have been circulating.

So, if you're sUll wondering, here's your big (and

last) chance to sign up for it. Are you feeling bored,

run down, existentially blah? Are you hungry for the

unanticipated in your life? Do you surprise easily?

Does the mysterious seem to pass you by? If you

answered YES to any ONE of these questions,

then the Zone of the Unknown
is for you. Attend the ZPP
(Zone Planning Party)

to find out how to expect

the unexpected during

November. (Note to

previous Zone Trip

pardcipants: this

Zone is conceptual

rather than

geographical.)

Bring: Drinks
and some nice

hors d'oeuvres

to share.

Your Host:

Harry Haller

415/751-7502

Playing With Fire

When: Thursday. November 7th. 8 to 1 1 PM
Where: Club Townsend, 177 Townsend St.

A benefit for BURNING MAN, featuring performances by

Club Foot Orchestra, Qube Chix, Pamela Z and other

unannounced exotic acts. Slides, video and film will be

shown documenting the erection and destruction of this

year's 4-story tall Burning Man in the Black Rock Desert.

Cost: $10 admission ($2 discount for all those bringing

slides or photos of the desert performance).

Desert attire suggested.

Charles Bukowsld Support Group
/ Woke up, I vomited, I opened a warm beer.

When: Friday, November 8th. 8:30 PM
Where: HARA, 875 Geary St.

An evening on the town for the

sensidve aesthetes and poets amongst

us. While the Marcel Proust Support

Group sips absinthe by candlelight in

elegant drawing rooms, we will swill

cheap beer, belch and shout violent

and abusive prose at the uncaring,

garbage-strewn streets.

Bring: Money for beer, bail, etc., your

favorite

read, cheap
I.D. Come
there are

Bukowski's

passages from Bukowski to

L± cigars, cast iron stomach,

on public transportadon-

no designated drivers in

world.

-The Hankophiles.
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2001 Monolith Anyone-Can-Sing Revelry

When: Saturday, November 9th

Where: Oakland. Gather at the entrance to the City

Center Building-look for the giant, green, glass

monolith-on Broadway, between 11th and 12th Streets.

(Near BART and the Pare Oakland Hotel.)

Join in this ritual celebration of techno-mythologyl The

Monolith, last seen in 2001: A Space Odyssey, has

returned to downtown Oakland. We will honor it with

song, as it once sang for our ancestors. We will dance

around the standing stone sculpture, sing until our voices

give out, then walk to Oakland's Chinatown (bring $ if

you want to buy dinner), to pounce upon an unsuspecting

restaurant. Ape-man, Space-man, choir costume is

encouraged. In case of rain, we get wet. Call David at

510/533-7731 to help out/RSVP. Brought to you by Myriad

Musterion.

The Un-Cacophony Event

When: Monday, November 11, 3 PM
Meet: Dogshit Park, Carl Street near Cole Street (at the

Muni tunnel).

Actual location to be disclosed.

How many times have you found yourself somewhere

(mysterious, dreamlike, stunning) and thought, "This

would be a great place for a Cacophony event"? Too many,

if you are normal. Now we have a chance to avoid that

sort of distraction. This event is guaranteed to be un-

mysterious, un-dreamlike and un-stunning. Boring, if

you will. Please bring: coupons to trade, casserole

receipts to share, TV Guide crossword puzzles and money
for Jello. An un-cxciting time will be had by all. NO
COSTUMES!
Who: Mrs. Miller, 415/731-9207

How: You must take public transit. Bring transfer stub as

proof.

The Cacophony Meeting
Tuesday, November 19th, 7:30 pm
Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. near Larkin.

We will yodel and cavort in the inner sanctum of The
Castle as we quaff our brews and regale each other with

tales of past events and tease everyone there with

suggestions of future mayhem. Come and be

enlightened.

All events are in San Francisco 8c free unless otherwise

noted. Deadline for December events is Saturday,

November 23rd. If you have mailed in a writeup and

have not received an acknowledgement from us by the

deadline, call 415/665-0351

::::::::::: SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY EVENTS :::::::::::::::

Coffee Mail Art Show. Send your mail art with a coffee

theme to: Quel Fromage
523 University Ave.

San Diego, CA 92103
On November 30th, coffee lovers in San Diego will attend

an opening night party, sort through the coffee-themed
mail-art, drink free coffee and enjoy a concert
performance of J.S. Bach's Coffee Cantata . Later, the

exhibit will tour many of the cafes of San Diego County.
Call 619/491-2473 for information. Art will not be
returned.

::::::::: FUTURE EVENTS IN THE PLANNING ::::::::::::::::

Let The Wild Man Inside Molest The Inner Child. A
men's encounter group exploring healing /empowering
/growing /bonding. «» The Doghead is coming
again! «» Have you ever wanted to toss your TV from a

second story balcony? Start collecting old working TV
sets for the Kill Your TV event. «» The Atomic Cafe is

now exploring the site of it's 3rd underground blast. «»
Anonymous Sex Sensorium: Experience safe sex arousal

with other people completely anonymously! «»

:::::::::::::::::::: EVENT IDEAS ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I would really love to do some kind of staged reading of
Mildred Pierce. I have a copy of the script and can
envision all sorts of melodrama erupting. However, I

would like to avoid the agony of planning for this event

in an appropriate location, to find that only three people

have shown up. If you're at all interested in

participating, please call Cacophony at 665-0351 and leave

your name and number. (Just say, "Pack up, Bert!") «»
The Eugene Scott Revival Group is looking for ideas and
videotapes of memorable sermons to be shown during a

party of religious debauchery. Call Cacophony.

CACOPHONY COMMENTS
Dateline Italy. A 72-year-old nun, (nicknamed "God
Speed"), won first prize in an Auto Club sponsored race

after beating other drivers with her 120+ mph sports car.

«» Attention Pranksters: The Emporium department
store in San Francisco is hiring Santa's Elves, Santa's

Helpers and Train Engineers for the Holiday season.

Call Celeste at 415/764-3399 before November 12. «»
Psssst... D. B. Cooper is alive and well in Ariel,

Washington

* •
THANKS
Special thanks this month to the envelope donations we
have received and especially to KQED for the 6,000

envelopes which were rescued from the trash bin.

Mr Bubble would like to thank R. W. James Packaging

in San Jose for their generous corporate support for the

Castro Street Halloween prank.

Since you were so resourceful with the envelopes, we
thought we'd put out the call now for magazines. We
need magazines from the 1950's and earlier which

contain strange images that can decorate the Rough Draft

envelopes and also really classy magazines such as

Connoisseur. Art and Ajitiques. FMR ... We'll come pick

'em up. Give Cacophony a call if you can help.

SUBSCRIBE!
You can experience a year of extra-ordinary activities

with a subscription to Rough Draft. Each monthly issue

comes in a unique image envelope stuffed with strange

things. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

05 1991 Rough Draft, Dr. Edwina Pythagoras & Genevieve

J, Petrone, Editors. Please copy & distribute.
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The Official Organ of the San Francisco Cacophony Society

The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the pursuit
of experiences beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are the merry elves of your mind,

the carolers of urban dreams and the bon vivants of industrial despair.
You may already be a member.

(Have you been good Cacophonists in 1991?)

DRAMA FESTIVAL
Where: Saturday. December 7th, 7:30 PM
Where: 1442 Judah St. upstairs flat.

There wfll be a creative presentation of short
dramatic scripts that selected members of the pubUc
will act out. A sign-up list will be provided so
participants can perform drama of half-hour or less.

This festive occasion will also feature a potluck party,

so guests are encouraged to bring refreshments to

share. Sponsored by Ronn Rosen, 415/665-0219

THE MESSIAH SING-ALONG
When: Friday, December 13th. 7:00 PM. (Don't be late!)

Where: Glen Park BART Station,

Diamond & Bosworth Sts.

This is for those of you who are yearning for

mobile and musical yuletide entertainment. The
Dickens Christmas Faire won't be happening this

year, so this promises to be one of the best
messiah/caroling events of the season. Please bring
any copies you may have of The Messiah as well as any
other Christmas caroling material {unique or unusual
music welcome). Victorian and/or other Christmas
dress encouraged. Special guest appearances!
Contact: Gardenia Garlic 415/681-3189

or Mrs. Miller 415/731-9207

THE SUPER SECRET SANTA SHOPPING SPREE
When: Sunday. December 15th. 3:00 PM
Meet: 7th Avenue & Lincoln Way,

at the baseball diamond.
The first annual gift swap

promises to fulfill your wildest
expectations. Please bring holiday
food and libations for yule log/gift

exchange following shopping spree.
Bring gassed-up vehicle (if you have
one) for carpooling to the shopping
center of (other) earthly delights.
Cost: $10 limit for secret Santa
present (one per person.)

Contact: Gardenia Garlic 681-3189
or Mrs. Miller 731-9207

LET'S RUB FIBERS! (aka The Midnight Laundry)
When: Saturday. December 14th. 8:00 PM
Where: Highlander Laundromat,

445 Judah St. @ 10th Ave.

Have you ever wanted to wash your dirty

laundry in public? Wished to waltz around a large

cleaning emporium? Longed for an elegant and
satisfying meal while the dryers do 360's? Well,
tonight we will once again try to satisfy all three of

these desires, plus others that remain unspoken, in an
evening which wfll be utilitarian as well as dramatic.
It's been a year since we washed our dirty laundry in
public, so come on down with your sack of sheets!

Bring: your dirty laundry, a potluck food item and
something for the communal wash.
Wear: Elegant evening clothes.

Your Hosts: Delia Street and Mr. Bubble
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WINTER SOLSTICE AND MIDNIGHT PICNIC
When: Saturday. December 21. 8 PM
Meet: 1442 Judah St. upstairs Qat.

Join us for the second annual solstice

celebration on Strawberry Hill at Stow Lake in Golden

Gate Park. We will commemorate with a few words
and have a picnic. Bring drink and munchies.

Sponsored by Ronn Rosen. 665-02 19

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
Monday. December 23rd. 7:30 pm
Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub.

950 Geary St. near Larkin.

The best Santa or Hanukah costume wins a free

pint of Guiness! Come and tell us what you'd like to

find under the tree on December 25. or at least, give us

some events for January. We'll be upstairs pondering

the meaning of life.

FREEZING MAN
When: Midnite. December 31st.

Where: The northernmost tip of Hammerfest. Norway
It's time to raise a giant figure of ice

(Jotunheim-style) to bring in a "God Nyt Ar." Event

will be cancelled in case of warm weather, midgard
serpent or ragnarok. Your Host: Fjord Meltdown

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: FUTURE EVENTS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

THE ATOMIC CAFE
Once again The Atomic Cafe will open its doors

for a single evening of fun. food and music in yet

another abandoned underground bombshelter
somewhere in the Bay Area. You will be blindfolded
and taken to the the site of this ever-changing venue.
After a carefully guided walk through the toxic

wasteland, you will descend into a hidden passageway
leading to the decontamination chamber. After the
radiation ritual is complete, you may enter The
Atomic Cafe. Once inside you will experience post-
apocalyptic dining at it's finest along with live dance
music provided by T.H.A.F.B.. The doors will

remained sealed until midnight (or perhaps longer in

case of nuclear attack). Bring food and drink with a 1

year shelf-life. Dress code is post-apocalyptic.
Suggested viewing to prepare for this event: Blade
Runner. THX1138 and Brazil. See the next issue of

Rough Draft for date, time and meeting location.

::::::::::::::::::: CACOPHONY COMMENTS ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Honorable Mention: A should-have-been-forgotten
movie is now playing at the Art Theater in SF. We
won't list the title, but would like to know... Just how
long is it Judge Thomas? «» SRL will hit Austin.
Texas with a flaming performance on January 18th.

Look for the posters under the freeways of cowtown.
«» It's OK to barbecue giraffes and rinos in South
Africa, but the Department of Environmental Affairs

has turned down a request from a group of fishermen
to catch and barbecue a whale. «» Something we
didn't see on the endangered species list... wild
silkworms. All of the silkworms now in existence are
raised in captivity.«» The Planet Cafe in Chicago is

offering a 10% discount on it's breakfast menu to all

customers who show up wearing pajamas. <«» In
San Francisco, that all-iiight greasy spoon, the Tic Toe
Cafe on 3rd street, is gone, another victim of condo
blight. It was a favorite meeting place for those 2 AM
events.

SUBSCRIBE!
You can experience a year of extra-ordinary activities

with a subscription to Rough Draft. Each monthly
issue comes in a unique image envelope stuffed with
strange things. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94142-6392

© 1991 Rough Draft. Dr. Edwina Pythagoras & Genevieve J.

Petrone, Editors. Please copy & distribute.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: PAST EVENTS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Charles Bukowski Support Group
Hanging out in a crowded, sleazy bar, swilling cheap
beer, belching and shouting violent, abusive prose is a
great way to spend the evening. It was hard to tell us
from the regular patrons (which included a pool
hustler, a drunk Indian, and two hookers). Only one
fight and nobody called for bail.

Zone of the Unknown
Gotcha! Strange happenings all month long.

& kidnapings. They know where you live.

Pranks

Playing with Fire

Slides and videos of the Burning Man in the Black
Rock Desert followed by music/performance by
Pamela Z. Qube Chlx & Club Foot Orchestra. The tent
campsite was great, complete with candles and
cowskulls. Next time, we should spread sand on the
floor.

All events are in San Francisco & free unless
otherwise noted. Deadline for January events is

Friday. December 27th. If you have mailed in a
writeup and have not received an acknowledgement
from us by the deadline, call 415/665-0351


